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2012 saw the unveiling of a completely new identity for 
the Marlborough Research Centre. �e new concept uses 
the idea of three pipes that form the stylised initials ‘mrc’ 
- representing the three pronged approach of the Centre 
of Research, Development and Education. �e image of 
the pipes themselves conveys the idea of the centre being 
a conduit, or pipeline for knowledge and understanding.
�e pipes �ow almost organically, yet with purpose and 
structure and overlay each other transparently. MARLBOROUGH 

RESEARCH 
CENTRE
Te Rito Hiranga o Wairau

�e pipes can also be interpreted as individual strands of 
�ax that are woven together - a re�ection of the knowl-
edge basket represented by the �ax in the previous 
identity.

�e three rows may also be seen as symbolic of Maori 
moko or carving signifying the importance of New 
Zealand’s rich cultural heritage in a contemporary, stylised 
way, while also representing rows of vines, or furrows in 
the land - thus further reinforcing the primary industry 
nature of the research.

Vine rows Ploughed �elds Moko

Visual Touchpoints
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�e last 12 months may prove to have been a watershed 
year in the history of the Marlborough Research Centre.  
MRC embarked on a major review of its pro�le and its 
role, developed a new strategic plan and, for the �rst 
time, explored a signi�cant international partnership.
 
Considerable e�ort and resource was invested in 
reviewing both the Centre’s operations and its future 
direction. Consultants Mandolin and Associates were 
contracted to prepare a three-year strategy for the 
Centre for 2012-2015. �is provided an opportunity to 
review the MRC brand and core purpose, and to ensure 
the work programme was aligned to other research and 
innovation at local, national and international levels. 
Key to that review was the need to ensure that the 
Centre’s activities would focus on returning economic 
bene�t within Marlborough.

�e strategic review was prompted in part by a decision 
by the Marlborough District Council to halve its 
long-standing annual grant to the Research Centre for 
the 2011-2012 �nancial year. 

�at review was conducted as the District Council 
reassessed its own economic development policy, seeking 
a new regional vision for Marlborough. Its decision to 
take a ‘smart and connected’ approach to regional 
economic growth has o�ered the opportunity to work 
toward a closer, cooperative relationship between the 
Research Centre and the Council.  �ere are common 
areas for the organisations to work collaboratively, to 
share resources and data to achieve joint outcomes.  
Clearly, the Centre’s role in scienti�c and technological 
advancement will underpin the Council’s goal of enabling 
the Marlborough region to become globally connected, 
progressive, with high-value enterprise, known for its 
economic e�ciency, quality lifestyle and o�ering a highly 
desirable natural environment in which to live.

�e strategic review con�rmed MRC’s commitment to 
directing funding toward research, technology 
development or opportunities that will result in 
commercial bene�t and economic development.  
Facilitation and connecting research and business have 
been core functions for the Centre for decades and it is 
imperative this commitment continues if business and 
regional growth is to be supported.

Over the balance of the next �nancial year, MRC will 
implement a range of strategic changes that align with 
the areas for growth in the region, are strongly linked to 
existing relationships and will build on and grow new 
business partnerships based on good science and 
technology. Connecting research and business in 
Marlborough, New Zealand and beyond.

Both the Trust Board and MRC Board have been closely 
involved in the development of the strategy and have 
approved the funding required for the speci�c outcomes 
set down for the 2012 - 2013 year which will help to 
sharpen the focus of the Centre’s work programme.  

A new initiative taken by MRC to help inform 
participants and generate discussion was held in late 
2011. With the objective of measuring the economic

temperature of the region and gauging the depth of 
untapped potential that exists a “Future Opportunities” 
Forum was organised, attracting interest from a wide 
range of local industry and business participants. Guest 
speakers were invited to address a range of topics 
representing business, science and innovation. It is 
intended that the forum become a regular feature of 
MRC’s programme. (See overleaf Forum programme)

Marlborough District Council Grant

Even though the Council annual grant had been reduced, 
existing research programmes had to be maintained until 
Council reviewed the grant.

Had the MDC cutback been extended beyond one year it 
could have severely a�ected the Centre’s scienti�c 
programme. �e uncertainty meant the Board did �nd 
itself in a position where it had to consider whether to 
reduce its future research activities or to use reserve 
funds. Both the Trust and MRC board believe that 
maintaining the existing funding level is vital if sta� are 
to have funding certainty to deliver a consistent scienti�c 
work programme.

For the period, a total of $133,900 was approved to 
support local research programmes managed by the 
MRC-based science team.

On the 28 June 2012 Council reinstated the full annual 
grant to its previous level. �e funding is to be applied to 
research projects and programmes, technology 
development and seminars.

MRC intends to continue funding research, technology 
development or seek out opportunities that will result in 
commercial bene�t and economic development.  
Facilitation and connecting research and business have 
been core functions of the Centre for decades but are now 
an imperative if business and regional growth is to be 
supported.

Tenancy Report

We are pleased to report a full occupancy rate at both 
Budge Street MRC Campus and Grovetown Park, State 
Highway 1.

Over many years the Trust has ensured that our tenants 
on-site and accommodation expectations are dealt with 
e�ectively and without unnecessary cost to the tenant 
concerned.

During di�cult economic times it is more important than 
ever to meet the needs of our commercial tenants. 
�erefore improvements are being planned at Grovetown 
Park where there is a mix of old and newer buildings plus 
some dated facilities that, in their current state, are likely 
to limit future growth.

A range of improvements are planned in the 2012-2013 
�nancial year.

�e most signi�cant event of the year has been the 
purchase of Cawthron Laboratory Services by Hill 
Laboratories.  Cawthron set up the wine and 
microbiological testing services in 2004 using existing 
o�ce space that MRC converted to laboratories. An 
extension to the building to provide further labs and 
administration reception was necessary several years 
later. 

Hill Laboratories has also amalgamated its Nelson-based 
environmental chemistry testing division into their 

environmental testing division which is now based in 
Christchurch.

Future demand for laboratory space is unclear at present 
but in the interim the Board is planning for further growth 
at Grovetown Park.

Rowley Vineyard

Since the last bumper year in 2008 Rowley Sauvignon 
Blanc has been a poor �nancial performer.

For a period, half the vineyard was put to sleep and the 
balance of producing vines reduced to three canes per vine.  
�is did not suit the vines after year three and a decision 
was made to bring the plants into balance once again by 
reverting to the standard four-cane system.
Production o� ten hectares totalled 138 tonnes with good 
�avour and ripeness resulting from brix of 22.8.  �e �ne 
settled weather throughout April was crucial to achieving 
this outcome.

An existing agreement with Marisco Vineyards Limited was 
extended to the 2012 vintage where grapes were sold for 
making into wine for on sale at an acceptable price. �e 
Board is satis�ed with the �nancial return from this 
vintage and look forward to continuing the contract with 
Marisco into the future.

Building a Bridge to North Carolina - RTI

As the strategic review of MRC activities was being 
undertaken an opportunity arose to make contact with a 
major international private sector research body based in 
North Carolina.  As the year came to a close, this was being 
actively explored and, although still in the early stages, the 
potential relationship holds great promise for MRC and 
Marlborough.

�e genesis of this relationship was MRC’s inclusion in a 
business development mission arranged by the Ministry of 
Science and Innovation (now Ministry for Business, 
Innovation and Employment) for the US-based Research 
Triangle Institute (RTI), in late February 2012.

RTI is an independent, non-pro�t institute that provides 
research, development, and technical services to 
government and commercial clients worldwide. Established 
in 1958, RTI has a distinguished history of scienti�c 
achievement in health and pharmaceuticals, education and 
training, surveys and statistics, advanced technology, 
international development, economic and social policy, 
energy and the environment, and laboratory testing and 
chemical analysis.

Currently RTI supports projects in more than 40 countries 
and is looking to expand further, seeking new collaborative 
research partnerships, joint IP development opportunities 
and commercial partnerships. 

RTI has approximately 4,200 employees worldwide. It is 
heavily focused on health industries but it also has major 
investments in defence and environmental issues.  
Currently 85% federally funded, RTI is seeking to diversify.  

on a range of fronts including geospatial research and 
products.

Particular emphasis is being placed on establishing a 
National International best practice 
case study around the use of 
geospatial information to 
determine sustainable economic 
development in the Marlborough 
Sounds.  �is is a project which 
Marlborough District Council, 
industry and the community are 
keen to see progressed but it falls 
outside the resources of MRC.  

Dr Wheaton visited Marlborough 
to further develop these geospatial 
case studies, assist the National 
geospatial strategy and to consider 
the opportunities Marlborough and 
New Zealand have to o�er.

2011 – 2012 Financial Results

�e past year shows an improved result assisted by the 
approach that the MRC board has adopted.  �e Trustees 
have reported over consecutive years that they subscribe to a 
cautious conservative approach to �nancial management 
and long term investment.  �at principle has provided a 
strong bu�er since the wine grape price crash resulting from 
oversupply in 2008.  �ere is an expectation by the board 
that cash is retained and only released where a good return 
can be assured or for research programmes that show 
substantial leverage into other funds.  

�e small size of the organisation and the �at line 
governance and management structure has produced a 
consistently workable model that delivers value to both the 
regional economy and to national research partners that are 
part of the centre.  

Generally the principle of acting quickly in response to new 
research initiatives has proven to be successful in the past, as 
has �exible decision making brought about by need or 
opportunity.  For example if during the �nancial year 
unbudgeted funds are requested for a good project and at 
short notice the board has been responsive.  By doing so 
they recognise that seed funding can often be the incentive 
to attract additional funding from other partners.  MRC has 
slotted into this niche well in the past and will continue to 
do so in the future.

Financial Highlights for the year:

�e accounts show a net surplus of $36,527 for the year. �e 
result is very much in line with the budget of $29,756.  
While good control has been maintained over expenditure 
during the year operating costs have also decreased on the 
previous year. 

�e strong cash �ows that were forecast for the 2012 
�nancial year have materialised and are re�ected in the 
improved cash position reported at year end. 

Further operating results are forecast to improve over the 
2013 year with a signi�cantly improved vineyard surplus as 

a result of the con�rmed sale of wine from the 2012 vintage.

�e Trust is aware of the opportunities that present for 
investment at Grovetown Park to allow tenants to grow their 
business.  New buildings are being planned and improvement 
to common facilities is necessary. �ere is the potential to 
dust o� the o�ce and meeting room extensions scheduled 
for Budge Street back in 2008.  �is will require re-tendering 
to gauge current market building costs.  

Results may be summarised as follows, in comparison with 
budget and last year:

Surplus $36,527, budget $29,756, previous year $91,568

�e vineyard surplus is based on the sale of wine from the 
2011 vintage. �e 2012 vintage saw an increased yield and 
signi�cant savings in per litre costs. �is, coupled with an 
increased bulk wine price, means a signi�cant surplus will be 
recorded in the 2013 �nancial year from the sale of 2012 
vintage wine of $149,000.

Rental surpluses increased this year, largely due to increased 
theatre revenue and higher Grovetown Park rental from 
market revaluation. 

Total grants received during the year ($135,753) are in line 
with budget, as are operating costs.

Research grants of $202,616 were approved during the year 
excluding Drylands Forestry Initiative funding and $11,000 
Strategy Development costs related to the MSI funding 
against a budget of $202,865.

Major items included in Strategy Development ($50,521) 
include costs in relation to RTI incurred prior to balance date 
$11,000, BERL $4,650 and Mandolin Associates $29,402.

�e $80,000 MSI grant has been recognised as income only 
to the extent that related costs were incurred prior to balance 
date. �is was $11,000 as outlined above. �e balance of 
these funds is included in Advance Funding reported on the 
Statement of Financial Position and will be recognised as 
income in the 2012 - 2013 year along with the remaining 
costs incurred.

Accrued expenses include $61,481 winemaking charges for 
2012 not invoiced prior to balance date.

Total Trust Equity is reported at $5.383m.

�e Statement of Financial Position reports a large increase 
in cash reserves. Cash on call and deposit totals $863,725 at 
the end of June, compared to $710,690 last year.
 
As previously mentioned the Trust has deferred building an 
extension costing at least $500,000 at Budge Street since 
2008 when planning and building approvals were issued.  
Capital expenditure of $200,000 is planned and approved for 
the 2012 – 2013 year at Grovetown Park.  

Budget forecasts for year ending June 2013 indicate that to a 
large extent, these costs should be able to be met out of cash 
�ow primarily as a result of the sale of 2012 vintage wine. 
�erefore, it is not expected that there will be any signi�cant 
reduction in cash reserves.

Both the Trust Board and MRC Board have been closely 
involved in the development of the new strategy for the centre 
and have approved the necessary funding to implement a 
series of outcomes in the 2012 - 2013 year.  

Its key strengths are:
•   Discovery and analytical services
•   Data collection and analysis
•   Education and helping to develop a knowledge   
     economy (eg Indonesia)

Dr Jennie Hunter-Cevera, RTI’s Executive Vice President 
(Discovery and Analytical Sciences, Government A�airs 
and Corporate Development) led the delegation from 
North Carolina accompanied by Brad Pegano�, Vice 
President Government and Corporate Relations, and Liz 
Hill, Director Global Health Collaborative. 

After the initial contact, a reciprocal visit to North Carolina 
was organised by the MRC and the Ministry of Business, 
Innovation and Employment in June 2012 for a delegation 
of 12 New Zealand organisations, including universities, 
Crown Research Institutes and businesses.

Organisation Delegate Title
CarbonScape Greg Conner Chief Technical Officer
Environmental Science  Dr Paul Fitzmaurice Food Chemistry & 
& Research    Toxicology  
Industrial Research Ltd Richard Lauricella BD Manager, USA
Marlborough  Gerald Hope Chief Executive
Research Centre 
Plant & Food Research Dr Mike Trought Senior Scientist
Riddet Institute Mark Ward  General Manager
University of  Dr Shaun Lott Senior Lecturer 
Auckland/AgRes  
Victoria University Dr Anne LaFlamme Associate Professor
University of Otago Steve Kerr  Associate Professor
KODE Biotech Limited Steven Henry Chief Executive/Chief   
    Scientist
Cawthron Institute Daryl Wehner Chief Financial Officer 
Grow Wellington Adrian Gregory GM Science & Technology

Based at Raleigh near the RTI campus, the New Zealand 
delegates spent almost a week engaging in formal 
presentations, theme group exchanges and discussions to 
identify connections which might expand into research and 
business relationships.

MRC was represented by Chief Executive Gerald Hope. He 
also represented the interests of the Marlborough District 
Council in discussions on a potential partnership in 
geospatial data modeling that would link specialist skills 
from RTI with Marlborough and New Zealand geospatial 
groups.

MRC was able to advance Marlborough’s case by way of 
personal representations, presenting directly to RTI 
management on the value of a relationship with MRC as an 
independent, albeit vastly smaller, research organisation.

�rough our direct involvement with RTI we came to 
understand that the organisation is ultimately aiming to 
establish a satellite campus or joint venture within New 
Zealand. RTI chief executive o�cer Dr Wayne Holden made 
it clear that there is a high degree of interest in creativity 
and innovation which present commercial opportunities. 

MRC continued the dialogue with RTI through a visit by Dr 
Bill Wheaton who came in NZ in October 2012. Bill 
Wheaton is Director, Geospatial Science & Technology 
Program who through his links with MRC is engaging RTI 
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�e last 12 months may prove to have been a watershed 
year in the history of the Marlborough Research Centre.  
MRC embarked on a major review of its pro�le and its 
role, developed a new strategic plan and, for the �rst 
time, explored a signi�cant international partnership.
 
Considerable e�ort and resource was invested in 
reviewing both the Centre’s operations and its future 
direction. Consultants Mandolin and Associates were 
contracted to prepare a three-year strategy for the 
Centre for 2012-2015. �is provided an opportunity to 
review the MRC brand and core purpose, and to ensure 
the work programme was aligned to other research and 
innovation at local, national and international levels. 
Key to that review was the need to ensure that the 
Centre’s activities would focus on returning economic 
bene�t within Marlborough.

�e strategic review was prompted in part by a decision 
by the Marlborough District Council to halve its 
long-standing annual grant to the Research Centre for 
the 2011-2012 �nancial year. 

�at review was conducted as the District Council 
reassessed its own economic development policy, seeking 
a new regional vision for Marlborough. Its decision to 
take a ‘smart and connected’ approach to regional 
economic growth has o�ered the opportunity to work 
toward a closer, cooperative relationship between the 
Research Centre and the Council.  �ere are common 
areas for the organisations to work collaboratively, to 
share resources and data to achieve joint outcomes.  
Clearly, the Centre’s role in scienti�c and technological 
advancement will underpin the Council’s goal of enabling 
the Marlborough region to become globally connected, 
progressive, with high-value enterprise, known for its 
economic e�ciency, quality lifestyle and o�ering a highly 
desirable natural environment in which to live.

�e strategic review con�rmed MRC’s commitment to 
directing funding toward research, technology 
development or opportunities that will result in 
commercial bene�t and economic development.  
Facilitation and connecting research and business have 
been core functions for the Centre for decades and it is 
imperative this commitment continues if business and 
regional growth is to be supported.

Over the balance of the next �nancial year, MRC will 
implement a range of strategic changes that align with 
the areas for growth in the region, are strongly linked to 
existing relationships and will build on and grow new 
business partnerships based on good science and 
technology. Connecting research and business in 
Marlborough, New Zealand and beyond.

Both the Trust Board and MRC Board have been closely 
involved in the development of the strategy and have 
approved the funding required for the speci�c outcomes 
set down for the 2012 - 2013 year which will help to 
sharpen the focus of the Centre’s work programme.  

A new initiative taken by MRC to help inform 
participants and generate discussion was held in late 
2011. With the objective of measuring the economic

temperature of the region and gauging the depth of 
untapped potential that exists a “Future Opportunities” 
Forum was organised, attracting interest from a wide 
range of local industry and business participants. Guest 
speakers were invited to address a range of topics 
representing business, science and innovation. It is 
intended that the forum become a regular feature of 
MRC’s programme. (See overleaf Forum programme)

Marlborough District Council Grant

Even though the Council annual grant had been reduced, 
existing research programmes had to be maintained until 
Council reviewed the grant.

Had the MDC cutback been extended beyond one year it 
could have severely a�ected the Centre’s scienti�c 
programme. �e uncertainty meant the Board did �nd 
itself in a position where it had to consider whether to 
reduce its future research activities or to use reserve 
funds. Both the Trust and MRC board believe that 
maintaining the existing funding level is vital if sta� are 
to have funding certainty to deliver a consistent scienti�c 
work programme.

For the period, a total of $133,900 was approved to 
support local research programmes managed by the 
MRC-based science team.

On the 28 June 2012 Council reinstated the full annual 
grant to its previous level. �e funding is to be applied to 
research projects and programmes, technology 
development and seminars.

MRC intends to continue funding research, technology 
development or seek out opportunities that will result in 
commercial bene�t and economic development.  
Facilitation and connecting research and business have 
been core functions of the Centre for decades but are now 
an imperative if business and regional growth is to be 
supported.

Tenancy Report

We are pleased to report a full occupancy rate at both 
Budge Street MRC Campus and Grovetown Park, State 
Highway 1.

Over many years the Trust has ensured that our tenants 
on-site and accommodation expectations are dealt with 
e�ectively and without unnecessary cost to the tenant 
concerned.

During di�cult economic times it is more important than 
ever to meet the needs of our commercial tenants. 
�erefore improvements are being planned at Grovetown 
Park where there is a mix of old and newer buildings plus 
some dated facilities that, in their current state, are likely 
to limit future growth.

A range of improvements are planned in the 2012-2013 
�nancial year.

�e most signi�cant event of the year has been the 
purchase of Cawthron Laboratory Services by Hill 
Laboratories.  Cawthron set up the wine and 
microbiological testing services in 2004 using existing 
o�ce space that MRC converted to laboratories. An 
extension to the building to provide further labs and 
administration reception was necessary several years 
later. 

Hill Laboratories has also amalgamated its Nelson-based 
environmental chemistry testing division into their 

environmental testing division which is now based in 
Christchurch.

Future demand for laboratory space is unclear at present 
but in the interim the Board is planning for further growth 
at Grovetown Park.

Rowley Vineyard

Since the last bumper year in 2008 Rowley Sauvignon 
Blanc has been a poor �nancial performer.

For a period, half the vineyard was put to sleep and the 
balance of producing vines reduced to three canes per vine.  
�is did not suit the vines after year three and a decision 
was made to bring the plants into balance once again by 
reverting to the standard four-cane system.
Production o� ten hectares totalled 138 tonnes with good 
�avour and ripeness resulting from brix of 22.8.  �e �ne 
settled weather throughout April was crucial to achieving 
this outcome.

An existing agreement with Marisco Vineyards Limited was 
extended to the 2012 vintage where grapes were sold for 
making into wine for on sale at an acceptable price. �e 
Board is satis�ed with the �nancial return from this 
vintage and look forward to continuing the contract with 
Marisco into the future.

Building a Bridge to North Carolina - RTI

As the strategic review of MRC activities was being 
undertaken an opportunity arose to make contact with a 
major international private sector research body based in 
North Carolina.  As the year came to a close, this was being 
actively explored and, although still in the early stages, the 
potential relationship holds great promise for MRC and 
Marlborough.

�e genesis of this relationship was MRC’s inclusion in a 
business development mission arranged by the Ministry of 
Science and Innovation (now Ministry for Business, 
Innovation and Employment) for the US-based Research 
Triangle Institute (RTI), in late February 2012.

RTI is an independent, non-pro�t institute that provides 
research, development, and technical services to 
government and commercial clients worldwide. Established 
in 1958, RTI has a distinguished history of scienti�c 
achievement in health and pharmaceuticals, education and 
training, surveys and statistics, advanced technology, 
international development, economic and social policy, 
energy and the environment, and laboratory testing and 
chemical analysis.

Currently RTI supports projects in more than 40 countries 
and is looking to expand further, seeking new collaborative 
research partnerships, joint IP development opportunities 
and commercial partnerships. 

RTI has approximately 4,200 employees worldwide. It is 
heavily focused on health industries but it also has major 
investments in defence and environmental issues.  
Currently 85% federally funded, RTI is seeking to diversify.  

on a range of fronts including geospatial research and 
products.

Particular emphasis is being placed on establishing a 
National International best practice 
case study around the use of 
geospatial information to 
determine sustainable economic 
development in the Marlborough 
Sounds.  �is is a project which 
Marlborough District Council, 
industry and the community are 
keen to see progressed but it falls 
outside the resources of MRC.  

Dr Wheaton visited Marlborough 
to further develop these geospatial 
case studies, assist the National 
geospatial strategy and to consider 
the opportunities Marlborough and 
New Zealand have to o�er.

2011 – 2012 Financial Results

�e past year shows an improved result assisted by the 
approach that the MRC board has adopted.  �e Trustees 
have reported over consecutive years that they subscribe to a 
cautious conservative approach to �nancial management 
and long term investment.  �at principle has provided a 
strong bu�er since the wine grape price crash resulting from 
oversupply in 2008.  �ere is an expectation by the board 
that cash is retained and only released where a good return 
can be assured or for research programmes that show 
substantial leverage into other funds.  

�e small size of the organisation and the �at line 
governance and management structure has produced a 
consistently workable model that delivers value to both the 
regional economy and to national research partners that are 
part of the centre.  

Generally the principle of acting quickly in response to new 
research initiatives has proven to be successful in the past, as 
has �exible decision making brought about by need or 
opportunity.  For example if during the �nancial year 
unbudgeted funds are requested for a good project and at 
short notice the board has been responsive.  By doing so 
they recognise that seed funding can often be the incentive 
to attract additional funding from other partners.  MRC has 
slotted into this niche well in the past and will continue to 
do so in the future.

Financial Highlights for the year:

�e accounts show a net surplus of $36,527 for the year. �e 
result is very much in line with the budget of $29,756.  
While good control has been maintained over expenditure 
during the year operating costs have also decreased on the 
previous year. 

�e strong cash �ows that were forecast for the 2012 
�nancial year have materialised and are re�ected in the 
improved cash position reported at year end. 

Further operating results are forecast to improve over the 
2013 year with a signi�cantly improved vineyard surplus as 

a result of the con�rmed sale of wine from the 2012 vintage.

�e Trust is aware of the opportunities that present for 
investment at Grovetown Park to allow tenants to grow their 
business.  New buildings are being planned and improvement 
to common facilities is necessary. �ere is the potential to 
dust o� the o�ce and meeting room extensions scheduled 
for Budge Street back in 2008.  �is will require re-tendering 
to gauge current market building costs.  

Results may be summarised as follows, in comparison with 
budget and last year:

Surplus $36,527, budget $29,756, previous year $91,568

�e vineyard surplus is based on the sale of wine from the 
2011 vintage. �e 2012 vintage saw an increased yield and 
signi�cant savings in per litre costs. �is, coupled with an 
increased bulk wine price, means a signi�cant surplus will be 
recorded in the 2013 �nancial year from the sale of 2012 
vintage wine of $149,000.

Rental surpluses increased this year, largely due to increased 
theatre revenue and higher Grovetown Park rental from 
market revaluation. 

Total grants received during the year ($135,753) are in line 
with budget, as are operating costs.

Research grants of $202,616 were approved during the year 
excluding Drylands Forestry Initiative funding and $11,000 
Strategy Development costs related to the MSI funding 
against a budget of $202,865.

Major items included in Strategy Development ($50,521) 
include costs in relation to RTI incurred prior to balance date 
$11,000, BERL $4,650 and Mandolin Associates $29,402.

�e $80,000 MSI grant has been recognised as income only 
to the extent that related costs were incurred prior to balance 
date. �is was $11,000 as outlined above. �e balance of 
these funds is included in Advance Funding reported on the 
Statement of Financial Position and will be recognised as 
income in the 2012 - 2013 year along with the remaining 
costs incurred.

Accrued expenses include $61,481 winemaking charges for 
2012 not invoiced prior to balance date.

Total Trust Equity is reported at $5.383m.

�e Statement of Financial Position reports a large increase 
in cash reserves. Cash on call and deposit totals $863,725 at 
the end of June, compared to $710,690 last year.
 
As previously mentioned the Trust has deferred building an 
extension costing at least $500,000 at Budge Street since 
2008 when planning and building approvals were issued.  
Capital expenditure of $200,000 is planned and approved for 
the 2012 – 2013 year at Grovetown Park.  

Budget forecasts for year ending June 2013 indicate that to a 
large extent, these costs should be able to be met out of cash 
�ow primarily as a result of the sale of 2012 vintage wine. 
�erefore, it is not expected that there will be any signi�cant 
reduction in cash reserves.

Programme for 2011 Future Opportunities Forum

Topics        Presenters

Conceptualising Innovation - what are we looking for and why?    Amanda Lynn in association with BERL

Capturing export markets for New Zealand’s innovations   Chris Boalch 
�e relationship between innovation and market.    Director Strategic Initiatives, NZTE 
NZTE supporting innovative business o�shore - what support is available?
Case study - success in o�shore markets.

Building a smart economy from the commercialisation of science   Justin Andrist 
Recognising the commercial potential of science - how to?   Senior Investment Manager, MSI
MSI supporting science and commercialisation - what support is available?
Case study - how science translates into economic potential for New Zealand.

Panel discussion       First session speakers

Innovative land use - National Spatial Data Infrastructure in New Zealand.  Kevin Sweeney 
�e economic potential of geospatial information.    Geospatial Custodian, NZ Geospatial O�ce
A National Spatial Data Infrastructure for New Zealand.
Case study - making better decisions through geospatial information.

Future foci for horticulture in Marlborough.     Derek Wilson, General Manager; 
Improving current crops through science and innovation.   Sustainable Production Science portfolio
Exploring new opportunities through science and innovation.   Mike Trought, Principal Scientist, 
Case study - What could be the best future crops, to optimise productive land. Plant & Food Research

Agriculture and wealth creation.      Andy West 
Once we were prosperous - what happened to wealth from farming?  Director, Tidal Associates
Exploring new opportunities - how do we get better at what we do?
Case study - wealth from meat and dairy.

Innovating on the edge.      Ray Patchett
What are the opportunities for dryland pastoral farming?    RidgeAir
Creating an innovative business from Marlborough.
Innovation and making money - what do we need, to succeed?

Meteorological Services  $21,775 
Phenological Monitoring  $26,280 
Vinefax Information (Subscriber) $26,220 
Industry Seminars  $14,625 
Trunk Disease    $15,000 (�nal year)
Satellites for Irrigation      $5,000 (1 year)

  Sub Total   $108,900

Pastoral & Agricultural  $15,000
NZDFI    $10,000 
Environmental Awards  next 2012 

  Sub Total     $25,000
      
MDC Grant ($44,200)   Total Allocated $133,900

RESEARCH FUNDING APPROVED 
2011 - 2012

Its key strengths are:
•   Discovery and analytical services
•   Data collection and analysis
•   Education and helping to develop a knowledge   
     economy (eg Indonesia)

Dr Jennie Hunter-Cevera, RTI’s Executive Vice President 
(Discovery and Analytical Sciences, Government A�airs 
and Corporate Development) led the delegation from 
North Carolina accompanied by Brad Pegano�, Vice 
President Government and Corporate Relations, and Liz 
Hill, Director Global Health Collaborative. 

After the initial contact, a reciprocal visit to North Carolina 
was organised by the MRC and the Ministry of Business, 
Innovation and Employment in June 2012 for a delegation 
of 12 New Zealand organisations, including universities, 
Crown Research Institutes and businesses.

Organisation Delegate Title
CarbonScape Greg Conner Chief Technical Officer
Environmental Science  Dr Paul Fitzmaurice Food Chemistry & 
& Research    Toxicology  
Industrial Research Ltd Richard Lauricella BD Manager, USA
Marlborough  Gerald Hope Chief Executive
Research Centre 
Plant & Food Research Dr Mike Trought Senior Scientist
Riddet Institute Mark Ward  General Manager
University of  Dr Shaun Lott Senior Lecturer 
Auckland/AgRes  
Victoria University Dr Anne LaFlamme Associate Professor
University of Otago Steve Kerr  Associate Professor
KODE Biotech Limited Steven Henry Chief Executive/Chief   
    Scientist
Cawthron Institute Daryl Wehner Chief Financial Officer 
Grow Wellington Adrian Gregory GM Science & Technology

Based at Raleigh near the RTI campus, the New Zealand 
delegates spent almost a week engaging in formal 
presentations, theme group exchanges and discussions to 
identify connections which might expand into research and 
business relationships.

MRC was represented by Chief Executive Gerald Hope. He 
also represented the interests of the Marlborough District 
Council in discussions on a potential partnership in 
geospatial data modeling that would link specialist skills 
from RTI with Marlborough and New Zealand geospatial 
groups.

MRC was able to advance Marlborough’s case by way of 
personal representations, presenting directly to RTI 
management on the value of a relationship with MRC as an 
independent, albeit vastly smaller, research organisation.

�rough our direct involvement with RTI we came to 
understand that the organisation is ultimately aiming to 
establish a satellite campus or joint venture within New 
Zealand. RTI chief executive o�cer Dr Wayne Holden made 
it clear that there is a high degree of interest in creativity 
and innovation which present commercial opportunities. 

MRC continued the dialogue with RTI through a visit by Dr 
Bill Wheaton who came in NZ in October 2012. Bill 
Wheaton is Director, Geospatial Science & Technology 
Program who through his links with MRC is engaging RTI 
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�e last 12 months may prove to have been a watershed 
year in the history of the Marlborough Research Centre.  
MRC embarked on a major review of its pro�le and its 
role, developed a new strategic plan and, for the �rst 
time, explored a signi�cant international partnership.
 
Considerable e�ort and resource was invested in 
reviewing both the Centre’s operations and its future 
direction. Consultants Mandolin and Associates were 
contracted to prepare a three-year strategy for the 
Centre for 2012-2015. �is provided an opportunity to 
review the MRC brand and core purpose, and to ensure 
the work programme was aligned to other research and 
innovation at local, national and international levels. 
Key to that review was the need to ensure that the 
Centre’s activities would focus on returning economic 
bene�t within Marlborough.

�e strategic review was prompted in part by a decision 
by the Marlborough District Council to halve its 
long-standing annual grant to the Research Centre for 
the 2011-2012 �nancial year. 

�at review was conducted as the District Council 
reassessed its own economic development policy, seeking 
a new regional vision for Marlborough. Its decision to 
take a ‘smart and connected’ approach to regional 
economic growth has o�ered the opportunity to work 
toward a closer, cooperative relationship between the 
Research Centre and the Council.  �ere are common 
areas for the organisations to work collaboratively, to 
share resources and data to achieve joint outcomes.  
Clearly, the Centre’s role in scienti�c and technological 
advancement will underpin the Council’s goal of enabling 
the Marlborough region to become globally connected, 
progressive, with high-value enterprise, known for its 
economic e�ciency, quality lifestyle and o�ering a highly 
desirable natural environment in which to live.

�e strategic review con�rmed MRC’s commitment to 
directing funding toward research, technology 
development or opportunities that will result in 
commercial bene�t and economic development.  
Facilitation and connecting research and business have 
been core functions for the Centre for decades and it is 
imperative this commitment continues if business and 
regional growth is to be supported.

Over the balance of the next �nancial year, MRC will 
implement a range of strategic changes that align with 
the areas for growth in the region, are strongly linked to 
existing relationships and will build on and grow new 
business partnerships based on good science and 
technology. Connecting research and business in 
Marlborough, New Zealand and beyond.

Both the Trust Board and MRC Board have been closely 
involved in the development of the strategy and have 
approved the funding required for the speci�c outcomes 
set down for the 2012 - 2013 year which will help to 
sharpen the focus of the Centre’s work programme.  

A new initiative taken by MRC to help inform 
participants and generate discussion was held in late 
2011. With the objective of measuring the economic

temperature of the region and gauging the depth of 
untapped potential that exists a “Future Opportunities” 
Forum was organised, attracting interest from a wide 
range of local industry and business participants. Guest 
speakers were invited to address a range of topics 
representing business, science and innovation. It is 
intended that the forum become a regular feature of 
MRC’s programme. (See overleaf Forum programme)

Marlborough District Council Grant

Even though the Council annual grant had been reduced, 
existing research programmes had to be maintained until 
Council reviewed the grant.

Had the MDC cutback been extended beyond one year it 
could have severely a�ected the Centre’s scienti�c 
programme. �e uncertainty meant the Board did �nd 
itself in a position where it had to consider whether to 
reduce its future research activities or to use reserve 
funds. Both the Trust and MRC board believe that 
maintaining the existing funding level is vital if sta� are 
to have funding certainty to deliver a consistent scienti�c 
work programme.

For the period, a total of $133,900 was approved to 
support local research programmes managed by the 
MRC-based science team.

On the 28 June 2012 Council reinstated the full annual 
grant to its previous level. �e funding is to be applied to 
research projects and programmes, technology 
development and seminars.

MRC intends to continue funding research, technology 
development or seek out opportunities that will result in 
commercial bene�t and economic development.  
Facilitation and connecting research and business have 
been core functions of the Centre for decades but are now 
an imperative if business and regional growth is to be 
supported.

Tenancy Report

We are pleased to report a full occupancy rate at both 
Budge Street MRC Campus and Grovetown Park, State 
Highway 1.

Over many years the Trust has ensured that our tenants 
on-site and accommodation expectations are dealt with 
e�ectively and without unnecessary cost to the tenant 
concerned.

During di�cult economic times it is more important than 
ever to meet the needs of our commercial tenants. 
�erefore improvements are being planned at Grovetown 
Park where there is a mix of old and newer buildings plus 
some dated facilities that, in their current state, are likely 
to limit future growth.

A range of improvements are planned in the 2012-2013 
�nancial year.

�e most signi�cant event of the year has been the 
purchase of Cawthron Laboratory Services by Hill 
Laboratories.  Cawthron set up the wine and 
microbiological testing services in 2004 using existing 
o�ce space that MRC converted to laboratories. An 
extension to the building to provide further labs and 
administration reception was necessary several years 
later. 

Hill Laboratories has also amalgamated its Nelson-based 
environmental chemistry testing division into their 

environmental testing division which is now based in 
Christchurch.

Future demand for laboratory space is unclear at present 
but in the interim the Board is planning for further growth 
at Grovetown Park.

Rowley Vineyard

Since the last bumper year in 2008 Rowley Sauvignon 
Blanc has been a poor �nancial performer.

For a period, half the vineyard was put to sleep and the 
balance of producing vines reduced to three canes per vine.  
�is did not suit the vines after year three and a decision 
was made to bring the plants into balance once again by 
reverting to the standard four-cane system.
Production o� ten hectares totalled 138 tonnes with good 
�avour and ripeness resulting from brix of 22.8.  �e �ne 
settled weather throughout April was crucial to achieving 
this outcome.

An existing agreement with Marisco Vineyards Limited was 
extended to the 2012 vintage where grapes were sold for 
making into wine for on sale at an acceptable price. �e 
Board is satis�ed with the �nancial return from this 
vintage and look forward to continuing the contract with 
Marisco into the future.

Building a Bridge to North Carolina - RTI

As the strategic review of MRC activities was being 
undertaken an opportunity arose to make contact with a 
major international private sector research body based in 
North Carolina.  As the year came to a close, this was being 
actively explored and, although still in the early stages, the 
potential relationship holds great promise for MRC and 
Marlborough.

�e genesis of this relationship was MRC’s inclusion in a 
business development mission arranged by the Ministry of 
Science and Innovation (now Ministry for Business, 
Innovation and Employment) for the US-based Research 
Triangle Institute (RTI), in late February 2012.

RTI is an independent, non-pro�t institute that provides 
research, development, and technical services to 
government and commercial clients worldwide. Established 
in 1958, RTI has a distinguished history of scienti�c 
achievement in health and pharmaceuticals, education and 
training, surveys and statistics, advanced technology, 
international development, economic and social policy, 
energy and the environment, and laboratory testing and 
chemical analysis.

Currently RTI supports projects in more than 40 countries 
and is looking to expand further, seeking new collaborative 
research partnerships, joint IP development opportunities 
and commercial partnerships. 

RTI has approximately 4,200 employees worldwide. It is 
heavily focused on health industries but it also has major 
investments in defence and environmental issues.  
Currently 85% federally funded, RTI is seeking to diversify.  

on a range of fronts including geospatial research and 
products.

Particular emphasis is being placed on establishing a 
National International best practice 
case study around the use of 
geospatial information to 
determine sustainable economic 
development in the Marlborough 
Sounds.  �is is a project which 
Marlborough District Council, 
industry and the community are 
keen to see progressed but it falls 
outside the resources of MRC.  

Dr Wheaton visited Marlborough 
to further develop these geospatial 
case studies, assist the National 
geospatial strategy and to consider 
the opportunities Marlborough and 
New Zealand have to o�er.

2011 – 2012 Financial Results

�e past year shows an improved result assisted by the 
approach that the MRC board has adopted.  �e Trustees 
have reported over consecutive years that they subscribe to a 
cautious conservative approach to �nancial management 
and long term investment.  �at principle has provided a 
strong bu�er since the wine grape price crash resulting from 
oversupply in 2008.  �ere is an expectation by the board 
that cash is retained and only released where a good return 
can be assured or for research programmes that show 
substantial leverage into other funds.  

�e small size of the organisation and the �at line 
governance and management structure has produced a 
consistently workable model that delivers value to both the 
regional economy and to national research partners that are 
part of the centre.  

Generally the principle of acting quickly in response to new 
research initiatives has proven to be successful in the past, as 
has �exible decision making brought about by need or 
opportunity.  For example if during the �nancial year 
unbudgeted funds are requested for a good project and at 
short notice the board has been responsive.  By doing so 
they recognise that seed funding can often be the incentive 
to attract additional funding from other partners.  MRC has 
slotted into this niche well in the past and will continue to 
do so in the future.

Financial Highlights for the year:

�e accounts show a net surplus of $36,527 for the year. �e 
result is very much in line with the budget of $29,756.  
While good control has been maintained over expenditure 
during the year operating costs have also decreased on the 
previous year. 

�e strong cash �ows that were forecast for the 2012 
�nancial year have materialised and are re�ected in the 
improved cash position reported at year end. 

Further operating results are forecast to improve over the 
2013 year with a signi�cantly improved vineyard surplus as 

a result of the con�rmed sale of wine from the 2012 vintage.

�e Trust is aware of the opportunities that present for 
investment at Grovetown Park to allow tenants to grow their 
business.  New buildings are being planned and improvement 
to common facilities is necessary. �ere is the potential to 
dust o� the o�ce and meeting room extensions scheduled 
for Budge Street back in 2008.  �is will require re-tendering 
to gauge current market building costs.  

Results may be summarised as follows, in comparison with 
budget and last year:

Surplus $36,527, budget $29,756, previous year $91,568

�e vineyard surplus is based on the sale of wine from the 
2011 vintage. �e 2012 vintage saw an increased yield and 
signi�cant savings in per litre costs. �is, coupled with an 
increased bulk wine price, means a signi�cant surplus will be 
recorded in the 2013 �nancial year from the sale of 2012 
vintage wine of $149,000.

Rental surpluses increased this year, largely due to increased 
theatre revenue and higher Grovetown Park rental from 
market revaluation. 

Total grants received during the year ($135,753) are in line 
with budget, as are operating costs.

Research grants of $202,616 were approved during the year 
excluding Drylands Forestry Initiative funding and $11,000 
Strategy Development costs related to the MSI funding 
against a budget of $202,865.

Major items included in Strategy Development ($50,521) 
include costs in relation to RTI incurred prior to balance date 
$11,000, BERL $4,650 and Mandolin Associates $29,402.

�e $80,000 MSI grant has been recognised as income only 
to the extent that related costs were incurred prior to balance 
date. �is was $11,000 as outlined above. �e balance of 
these funds is included in Advance Funding reported on the 
Statement of Financial Position and will be recognised as 
income in the 2012 - 2013 year along with the remaining 
costs incurred.

Accrued expenses include $61,481 winemaking charges for 
2012 not invoiced prior to balance date.

Total Trust Equity is reported at $5.383m.

�e Statement of Financial Position reports a large increase 
in cash reserves. Cash on call and deposit totals $863,725 at 
the end of June, compared to $710,690 last year.
 
As previously mentioned the Trust has deferred building an 
extension costing at least $500,000 at Budge Street since 
2008 when planning and building approvals were issued.  
Capital expenditure of $200,000 is planned and approved for 
the 2012 – 2013 year at Grovetown Park.  

Budget forecasts for year ending June 2013 indicate that to a 
large extent, these costs should be able to be met out of cash 
�ow primarily as a result of the sale of 2012 vintage wine. 
�erefore, it is not expected that there will be any signi�cant 
reduction in cash reserves.

Its key strengths are:
•   Discovery and analytical services
•   Data collection and analysis
•   Education and helping to develop a knowledge   
     economy (eg Indonesia)

Dr Jennie Hunter-Cevera, RTI’s Executive Vice President 
(Discovery and Analytical Sciences, Government A�airs 
and Corporate Development) led the delegation from 
North Carolina accompanied by Brad Pegano�, Vice 
President Government and Corporate Relations, and Liz 
Hill, Director Global Health Collaborative. 

After the initial contact, a reciprocal visit to North Carolina 
was organised by the MRC and the Ministry of Business, 
Innovation and Employment in June 2012 for a delegation 
of 12 New Zealand organisations, including universities, 
Crown Research Institutes and businesses.

Organisation Delegate Title
CarbonScape Greg Conner Chief Technical Officer
Environmental Science  Dr Paul Fitzmaurice Food Chemistry & 
& Research    Toxicology  
Industrial Research Ltd Richard Lauricella BD Manager, USA
Marlborough  Gerald Hope Chief Executive
Research Centre 
Plant & Food Research Dr Mike Trought Senior Scientist
Riddet Institute Mark Ward  General Manager
University of  Dr Shaun Lott Senior Lecturer 
Auckland/AgRes  
Victoria University Dr Anne LaFlamme Associate Professor
University of Otago Steve Kerr  Associate Professor
KODE Biotech Limited Steven Henry Chief Executive/Chief   
    Scientist
Cawthron Institute Daryl Wehner Chief Financial Officer 
Grow Wellington Adrian Gregory GM Science & Technology

Based at Raleigh near the RTI campus, the New Zealand 
delegates spent almost a week engaging in formal 
presentations, theme group exchanges and discussions to 
identify connections which might expand into research and 
business relationships.

MRC was represented by Chief Executive Gerald Hope. He 
also represented the interests of the Marlborough District 
Council in discussions on a potential partnership in 
geospatial data modeling that would link specialist skills 
from RTI with Marlborough and New Zealand geospatial 
groups.

MRC was able to advance Marlborough’s case by way of 
personal representations, presenting directly to RTI 
management on the value of a relationship with MRC as an 
independent, albeit vastly smaller, research organisation.

�rough our direct involvement with RTI we came to 
understand that the organisation is ultimately aiming to 
establish a satellite campus or joint venture within New 
Zealand. RTI chief executive o�cer Dr Wayne Holden made 
it clear that there is a high degree of interest in creativity 
and innovation which present commercial opportunities. 

MRC continued the dialogue with RTI through a visit by Dr 
Bill Wheaton who came in NZ in October 2012. Bill 
Wheaton is Director, Geospatial Science & Technology 
Program who through his links with MRC is engaging RTI 
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�e last 12 months may prove to have been a watershed 
year in the history of the Marlborough Research Centre.  
MRC embarked on a major review of its pro�le and its 
role, developed a new strategic plan and, for the �rst 
time, explored a signi�cant international partnership.
 
Considerable e�ort and resource was invested in 
reviewing both the Centre’s operations and its future 
direction. Consultants Mandolin and Associates were 
contracted to prepare a three-year strategy for the 
Centre for 2012-2015. �is provided an opportunity to 
review the MRC brand and core purpose, and to ensure 
the work programme was aligned to other research and 
innovation at local, national and international levels. 
Key to that review was the need to ensure that the 
Centre’s activities would focus on returning economic 
bene�t within Marlborough.

�e strategic review was prompted in part by a decision 
by the Marlborough District Council to halve its 
long-standing annual grant to the Research Centre for 
the 2011-2012 �nancial year. 

�at review was conducted as the District Council 
reassessed its own economic development policy, seeking 
a new regional vision for Marlborough. Its decision to 
take a ‘smart and connected’ approach to regional 
economic growth has o�ered the opportunity to work 
toward a closer, cooperative relationship between the 
Research Centre and the Council.  �ere are common 
areas for the organisations to work collaboratively, to 
share resources and data to achieve joint outcomes.  
Clearly, the Centre’s role in scienti�c and technological 
advancement will underpin the Council’s goal of enabling 
the Marlborough region to become globally connected, 
progressive, with high-value enterprise, known for its 
economic e�ciency, quality lifestyle and o�ering a highly 
desirable natural environment in which to live.

�e strategic review con�rmed MRC’s commitment to 
directing funding toward research, technology 
development or opportunities that will result in 
commercial bene�t and economic development.  
Facilitation and connecting research and business have 
been core functions for the Centre for decades and it is 
imperative this commitment continues if business and 
regional growth is to be supported.

Over the balance of the next �nancial year, MRC will 
implement a range of strategic changes that align with 
the areas for growth in the region, are strongly linked to 
existing relationships and will build on and grow new 
business partnerships based on good science and 
technology. Connecting research and business in 
Marlborough, New Zealand and beyond.

Both the Trust Board and MRC Board have been closely 
involved in the development of the strategy and have 
approved the funding required for the speci�c outcomes 
set down for the 2012 - 2013 year which will help to 
sharpen the focus of the Centre’s work programme.  

A new initiative taken by MRC to help inform 
participants and generate discussion was held in late 
2011. With the objective of measuring the economic

temperature of the region and gauging the depth of 
untapped potential that exists a “Future Opportunities” 
Forum was organised, attracting interest from a wide 
range of local industry and business participants. Guest 
speakers were invited to address a range of topics 
representing business, science and innovation. It is 
intended that the forum become a regular feature of 
MRC’s programme. (See overleaf Forum programme)

Marlborough District Council Grant

Even though the Council annual grant had been reduced, 
existing research programmes had to be maintained until 
Council reviewed the grant.

Had the MDC cutback been extended beyond one year it 
could have severely a�ected the Centre’s scienti�c 
programme. �e uncertainty meant the Board did �nd 
itself in a position where it had to consider whether to 
reduce its future research activities or to use reserve 
funds. Both the Trust and MRC board believe that 
maintaining the existing funding level is vital if sta� are 
to have funding certainty to deliver a consistent scienti�c 
work programme.

For the period, a total of $133,900 was approved to 
support local research programmes managed by the 
MRC-based science team.

On the 28 June 2012 Council reinstated the full annual 
grant to its previous level. �e funding is to be applied to 
research projects and programmes, technology 
development and seminars.

MRC intends to continue funding research, technology 
development or seek out opportunities that will result in 
commercial bene�t and economic development.  
Facilitation and connecting research and business have 
been core functions of the Centre for decades but are now 
an imperative if business and regional growth is to be 
supported.

Tenancy Report

We are pleased to report a full occupancy rate at both 
Budge Street MRC Campus and Grovetown Park, State 
Highway 1.

Over many years the Trust has ensured that our tenants 
on-site and accommodation expectations are dealt with 
e�ectively and without unnecessary cost to the tenant 
concerned.

During di�cult economic times it is more important than 
ever to meet the needs of our commercial tenants. 
�erefore improvements are being planned at Grovetown 
Park where there is a mix of old and newer buildings plus 
some dated facilities that, in their current state, are likely 
to limit future growth.

A range of improvements are planned in the 2012-2013 
�nancial year.

�e most signi�cant event of the year has been the 
purchase of Cawthron Laboratory Services by Hill 
Laboratories.  Cawthron set up the wine and 
microbiological testing services in 2004 using existing 
o�ce space that MRC converted to laboratories. An 
extension to the building to provide further labs and 
administration reception was necessary several years 
later. 

Hill Laboratories has also amalgamated its Nelson-based 
environmental chemistry testing division into their 

environmental testing division which is now based in 
Christchurch.

Future demand for laboratory space is unclear at present 
but in the interim the Board is planning for further growth 
at Grovetown Park.

Rowley Vineyard

Since the last bumper year in 2008 Rowley Sauvignon 
Blanc has been a poor �nancial performer.

For a period, half the vineyard was put to sleep and the 
balance of producing vines reduced to three canes per vine.  
�is did not suit the vines after year three and a decision 
was made to bring the plants into balance once again by 
reverting to the standard four-cane system.
Production o� ten hectares totalled 138 tonnes with good 
�avour and ripeness resulting from brix of 22.8.  �e �ne 
settled weather throughout April was crucial to achieving 
this outcome.

An existing agreement with Marisco Vineyards Limited was 
extended to the 2012 vintage where grapes were sold for 
making into wine for on sale at an acceptable price. �e 
Board is satis�ed with the �nancial return from this 
vintage and look forward to continuing the contract with 
Marisco into the future.

Building a Bridge to North Carolina - RTI

As the strategic review of MRC activities was being 
undertaken an opportunity arose to make contact with a 
major international private sector research body based in 
North Carolina.  As the year came to a close, this was being 
actively explored and, although still in the early stages, the 
potential relationship holds great promise for MRC and 
Marlborough.

�e genesis of this relationship was MRC’s inclusion in a 
business development mission arranged by the Ministry of 
Science and Innovation (now Ministry for Business, 
Innovation and Employment) for the US-based Research 
Triangle Institute (RTI), in late February 2012.

RTI is an independent, non-pro�t institute that provides 
research, development, and technical services to 
government and commercial clients worldwide. Established 
in 1958, RTI has a distinguished history of scienti�c 
achievement in health and pharmaceuticals, education and 
training, surveys and statistics, advanced technology, 
international development, economic and social policy, 
energy and the environment, and laboratory testing and 
chemical analysis.

Currently RTI supports projects in more than 40 countries 
and is looking to expand further, seeking new collaborative 
research partnerships, joint IP development opportunities 
and commercial partnerships. 

RTI has approximately 4,200 employees worldwide. It is 
heavily focused on health industries but it also has major 
investments in defence and environmental issues.  
Currently 85% federally funded, RTI is seeking to diversify.  

on a range of fronts including geospatial research and 
products.

Particular emphasis is being placed on establishing a 
National International best practice 
case study around the use of 
geospatial information to 
determine sustainable economic 
development in the Marlborough 
Sounds.  �is is a project which 
Marlborough District Council, 
industry and the community are 
keen to see progressed but it falls 
outside the resources of MRC.  

Dr Wheaton visited Marlborough 
to further develop these geospatial 
case studies, assist the National 
geospatial strategy and to consider 
the opportunities Marlborough and 
New Zealand have to o�er.

2011 – 2012 Financial Results

�e past year shows an improved result assisted by the 
approach that the MRC board has adopted.  �e Trustees 
have reported over consecutive years that they subscribe to a 
cautious conservative approach to �nancial management 
and long term investment.  �at principle has provided a 
strong bu�er since the wine grape price crash resulting from 
oversupply in 2008.  �ere is an expectation by the board 
that cash is retained and only released where a good return 
can be assured or for research programmes that show 
substantial leverage into other funds.  

�e small size of the organisation and the �at line 
governance and management structure has produced a 
consistently workable model that delivers value to both the 
regional economy and to national research partners that are 
part of the centre.  

Generally the principle of acting quickly in response to new 
research initiatives has proven to be successful in the past, as 
has �exible decision making brought about by need or 
opportunity.  For example if during the �nancial year 
unbudgeted funds are requested for a good project and at 
short notice the board has been responsive.  By doing so 
they recognise that seed funding can often be the incentive 
to attract additional funding from other partners.  MRC has 
slotted into this niche well in the past and will continue to 
do so in the future.

Financial Highlights for the year:

�e accounts show a net surplus of $36,527 for the year. �e 
result is very much in line with the budget of $29,756.  
While good control has been maintained over expenditure 
during the year operating costs have also decreased on the 
previous year. 

�e strong cash �ows that were forecast for the 2012 
�nancial year have materialised and are re�ected in the 
improved cash position reported at year end. 

Further operating results are forecast to improve over the 
2013 year with a signi�cantly improved vineyard surplus as 

a result of the con�rmed sale of wine from the 2012 vintage.

�e Trust is aware of the opportunities that present for 
investment at Grovetown Park to allow tenants to grow their 
business.  New buildings are being planned and improvement 
to common facilities is necessary. �ere is the potential to 
dust o� the o�ce and meeting room extensions scheduled 
for Budge Street back in 2008.  �is will require re-tendering 
to gauge current market building costs.  

Results may be summarised as follows, in comparison with 
budget and last year:

Surplus $36,527, budget $29,756, previous year $91,568

�e vineyard surplus is based on the sale of wine from the 
2011 vintage. �e 2012 vintage saw an increased yield and 
signi�cant savings in per litre costs. �is, coupled with an 
increased bulk wine price, means a signi�cant surplus will be 
recorded in the 2013 �nancial year from the sale of 2012 
vintage wine of $149,000.

Rental surpluses increased this year, largely due to increased 
theatre revenue and higher Grovetown Park rental from 
market revaluation. 

Total grants received during the year ($135,753) are in line 
with budget, as are operating costs.

Research grants of $202,616 were approved during the year 
excluding Drylands Forestry Initiative funding and $11,000 
Strategy Development costs related to the MSI funding 
against a budget of $202,865.

Major items included in Strategy Development ($50,521) 
include costs in relation to RTI incurred prior to balance date 
$11,000, BERL $4,650 and Mandolin Associates $29,402.

�e $80,000 MSI grant has been recognised as income only 
to the extent that related costs were incurred prior to balance 
date. �is was $11,000 as outlined above. �e balance of 
these funds is included in Advance Funding reported on the 
Statement of Financial Position and will be recognised as 
income in the 2012 - 2013 year along with the remaining 
costs incurred.

Accrued expenses include $61,481 winemaking charges for 
2012 not invoiced prior to balance date.

Total Trust Equity is reported at $5.383m.

�e Statement of Financial Position reports a large increase 
in cash reserves. Cash on call and deposit totals $863,725 at 
the end of June, compared to $710,690 last year.
 
As previously mentioned the Trust has deferred building an 
extension costing at least $500,000 at Budge Street since 
2008 when planning and building approvals were issued.  
Capital expenditure of $200,000 is planned and approved for 
the 2012 – 2013 year at Grovetown Park.  

Budget forecasts for year ending June 2013 indicate that to a 
large extent, these costs should be able to be met out of cash 
�ow primarily as a result of the sale of 2012 vintage wine. 
�erefore, it is not expected that there will be any signi�cant 
reduction in cash reserves.

Its key strengths are:
•   Discovery and analytical services
•   Data collection and analysis
•   Education and helping to develop a knowledge   
     economy (eg Indonesia)

Dr Jennie Hunter-Cevera, RTI’s Executive Vice President 
(Discovery and Analytical Sciences, Government A�airs 
and Corporate Development) led the delegation from 
North Carolina accompanied by Brad Pegano�, Vice 
President Government and Corporate Relations, and Liz 
Hill, Director Global Health Collaborative. 

After the initial contact, a reciprocal visit to North Carolina 
was organised by the MRC and the Ministry of Business, 
Innovation and Employment in June 2012 for a delegation 
of 12 New Zealand organisations, including universities, 
Crown Research Institutes and businesses.

Organisation Delegate Title
CarbonScape Greg Conner Chief Technical Officer
Environmental Science  Dr Paul Fitzmaurice Food Chemistry & 
& Research    Toxicology  
Industrial Research Ltd Richard Lauricella BD Manager, USA
Marlborough  Gerald Hope Chief Executive
Research Centre 
Plant & Food Research Dr Mike Trought Senior Scientist
Riddet Institute Mark Ward  General Manager
University of  Dr Shaun Lott Senior Lecturer 
Auckland/AgRes  
Victoria University Dr Anne LaFlamme Associate Professor
University of Otago Steve Kerr  Associate Professor
KODE Biotech Limited Steven Henry Chief Executive/Chief   
    Scientist
Cawthron Institute Daryl Wehner Chief Financial Officer 
Grow Wellington Adrian Gregory GM Science & Technology

Based at Raleigh near the RTI campus, the New Zealand 
delegates spent almost a week engaging in formal 
presentations, theme group exchanges and discussions to 
identify connections which might expand into research and 
business relationships.

MRC was represented by Chief Executive Gerald Hope. He 
also represented the interests of the Marlborough District 
Council in discussions on a potential partnership in 
geospatial data modeling that would link specialist skills 
from RTI with Marlborough and New Zealand geospatial 
groups.

MRC was able to advance Marlborough’s case by way of 
personal representations, presenting directly to RTI 
management on the value of a relationship with MRC as an 
independent, albeit vastly smaller, research organisation.

�rough our direct involvement with RTI we came to 
understand that the organisation is ultimately aiming to 
establish a satellite campus or joint venture within New 
Zealand. RTI chief executive o�cer Dr Wayne Holden made 
it clear that there is a high degree of interest in creativity 
and innovation which present commercial opportunities. 

MRC continued the dialogue with RTI through a visit by Dr 
Bill Wheaton who came in NZ in October 2012. Bill 
Wheaton is Director, Geospatial Science & Technology 
Program who through his links with MRC is engaging RTI 

Bill Wheaton, RTI 
and Gerald Hope
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�e Marlborough District Council’s past decision to pull 
back on the extent of its funding commitment to the 
Research Centre reduced our ability to allocate grants to 
research projects during the past 12 months. However, 
subsequent discussions with District Councillors have, I 
hope, resulted in a greater level of understanding amongst 
current councillors of the way the Research Centre’s 
programme directly bene�ts the rural sector of Marlbor-
ough. Given that local authority funding has been a 
cornerstone of the Research Centre since its formation, it 
was gratifying to hear that full Council funding has now 
been reinstated.

In the course of the year, the Research Centre Trust has 
directed its focus toward work that will, I hope, have a 
long term impact on its future. An independent contractor 
was brought in to conduct a series of workshops to help 
bring together a three-year strategy for the Centre. �e 
Trust has been conscious of the need to refresh its vision 
and programme and the funding restraint in the 2011-12 
year had the e�ect of creating opportunity to attend to 
this review. �at work, facilitated by Amanda Lynn of 
Mandolin Associates, has resulted in a closer relationship 
with the Marlborough District Council as part of its own 
drive to develop a new ‘smart and connected’ economic 
vision for its own organisation.
  

We were reminded of the value of the unusual structure of 
our organisation by a visit made to us this year by the 
United States-based international research organisation, 
Research Triangle International. �e delegation from RTI 
noted with interest the independence of our Trust, 
coupled with our tight links within the district and our 
ability to network with credibility with a wide range of 
organisations. A reciprocal visit to the RTI headquarters in 
North Carolina enabled us to begin building a relationship 
which may have much to o�er. It has the potential to take 
the Centre to a new level of activity with a far broader 
research base, something the Trust would be very happy 
to encourage as it would have great bene�t for the wider 
Marlborough region.

It is early days yet and it is not possible to predict where 
the relationship might develop. But the contact, funded by 
the Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment, 
has helped raise the Research Centre’s pro�le, not only 

with RTI, but within New Zealand government circles, an 
invaluable reputation-building exercise in itself.

It is perhaps timely then that work is currently underway 
to refresh the logo and branding of the Research Centre. 
�at was launched recently.

Income streams have remained steady with a pleasing 
improvement in returns from the vineyard re�ecting a 
better than average crop and a sustainable return from 
that crop.

Capital expenditure has been allocated in relation to 
improvements at Grovetown and that campus continues 
to be well tenanted, making a strong contribution to the 
Trust’s bottom line.

All in all, coming o� a very di�cult year for most Marlbor-
ough entities, the last 12 months have been a success in 
terms of maintaining a strong balance sheet and, even 
more importantly, in further building the Research 
Centre’s name.  We have reinforced our reputation as a 
respected independent operation with a strong research 
presence in Marlborough but with acknowledged potential 
to extend that reach well beyond this region through 
national or even international partnerships.

John Marris 
Chairman
Marlborough Research Centre Trust

trustreport

I believe it’s particularly important that the Research Centre 
maintains a close connection with our local authority. �e 
independence of our Trust coupled with our tight links within the 
district give the Marlborough Research Centre its unique pro�le. 
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Over the last year, the board of the Marlborough Research 
Centre has been closely involved in the strategic review of 
the centre’s activities and direction. �is review was 
timely, given the Government’s signals that it is looking 
more than ever for science and innovation to generate 
more economic growth for this country.

Our review has con�rmed the current core purpose of the 
Research Centre as the umbrella research organisation 
serving the district’s primary producers, including wine, 
pastoral farming and all the other primary productive 
partners in the Marlborough economy.

Our review has also underlined the importance of raising 
the pro�le and public understanding of the Research 
Centre as a unique research organisation, independent 
and without parallel in this country.

�e Centre is well connected now and the reputation and 
capability of our research group is widely recognised at 
international level. �e Board clearly understands that our 
long term future will depend on building strong new and 
enduring alliances with individuals and organisations 
within this country and beyond - links that will connect 
New Zealand to the rest of the world. Establishing our 
Centre as an internationally connected knowledge conduit 
and primary sector facilitator has the potential to bring 
signi�cant real value to our district and, during the next 
12 months, it is hoped that good progress can be made to 
establish some new partnership projects.

At the heart of our activity remains the core belief in 
making the most out of what is distinctly Marlborough-
produced and adding value; o�ering the scienti�c knowl-
edge and insights that will generate increased real returns. 
Delivering that scienti�c understanding to our productive 
sector remains our fundamental role. It is our contribu-
tion to building a more productive and competitive local 
economy.

Our close alliance with Plant & Food Research is the basis 
for our successful Marlborough research programme so I 
am pleased to report that Plant & Food is now established 
at the Research Centre as a separate science group led by a 

science group leader. It’s also good to see that this crown 
research institute has reinstated its annual series of 
industry seminars. We regard this as a welcome strength-
ening of its commitment to Marlborough.

After almost 30 years, our objective remains – to consoli-
date the Centre’s reputation as the authoritative source of 
research for Marlborough.

�e Board is very aware of the growing call for more 
science-based innovation and we appreciate the increas-
ingly inter-connected nature of research, so our next 
challenge is to help build the links that will take the 
Research Centre into its next phase of development.

Ivan Sutherland
Chairman
Marlborough Research Centre Board 

boardreport

It is the unusual nature of the Research Centre’s structure and 
networks that caught the attention of a global research 
organisation, US-based Research Triangle International, and we 
hold high hopes that new opportunities will emerge from this 
contact.



Each of the summarised research statements contained in this section are linked to the Marlborough 
Research Centre MRC website where the complete report with associated data and further links can be found. 

Readers who require full reports should follow the link www.mrc.org.nz/projects.htm

summary ofresearch
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Meteorological Services
Rob Agnew, Victoria Raw
Plant & Food Research, Marlborough
MRC Funding $21,775

Funding from the Marlborough Research Centre over the 
past decade has enabled the on-going dissemination of 
weather information for the Marlborough community. 
Weather data summaries for the Blenheim and Dashwood 
weather stations are updated on a monthly basis and 
made available to the community in a number of di�erent 
ways. �ese summaries ensure that the Marlborough 
community now has access to the most readily accessible 
and user friendly weather summaries of any region in New 
Zealand. Summaries are made available on a monthly 
basis, free of charge.

Dissemination of information from this project is by 
monthly meteorological summaries for the Blenheim and 
Dashwood weather stations made available on the 
Marlborough Wine Research Centre website in the �rst 
few days of each new month. Press releases were sent to 
the Marlborough Express and the Blenheim Sun newspa-
pers, local radio stations Radio Marlborough and �e 
Breeze and also to the Marlborough District Council at the 
beginning of each month outlining details of the previous 
month’s weather. �ese summaries provide the basis for 
newspaper and radio articles. 
�ere was a Meteorological Report in the Marlborough 
Winegrowers monthly publication Winepress, July 2011 – 
June 2012 Issue Numbers 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 
211, 212, 213, 214, 215. 
�e Vinefax service to over two hundred subscribers from 
the Marlborough wine industry provides summaries of 
weather data from 15 Marlborough weather stations on a 
weekly basis from October to April.

Phenological Monitoring
Rob Agnew, Trevor Skilton, Victoria Raw 
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $26,280

�e Marlborough wine industry went through a period of 
extremely rapid expansion, from 4100 hectares planted in 
grapes in 2000 to 23,055 hectares in 2008 (Marlborough 
District Council vineyard survey) an increase of 460% in 
the area converted to grapevines in eight years. �is rapid 
expansion was due to the supply of grapes not meeting 
the demand for Marlborough Sauvignon blanc wine. As a 
consequence, high prices were being paid for grapes, which 
fuelled increased plantings. 

During this period of rapid expansion in planted area, 
several climatic events limited the production of grapes at 
harvest over a number of seasons. Frosts on 18 November 
2002, 18 November 2003 and 19 October 2007 on the 
Wairau plains and on 10 November 2006 in the Awatere 
valley substantially reduced yield. Cold temperatures in 
December 2004 and 2006 over �owering for the current 
season and over the period of bunch initiation for the 
following season also kept yield lower than the potential. 
Warm weather over �owering in December 2007 meant 
that production at harvest in 2008 was above average. �e 
2008 harvest also coincided with a large area of grape-

vines coming into production for the �rst time. �e 
above-average production and increased area in produc-
tion gave rise to a massive grape harvest in Marlborough. 

Production of grapes in Marlborough in 2007 was 120,888 
tonnes and in 2008 was 194,639 tonnes (NZW statistical 
annual 2009); i.e. grape production in 2008 exceeded 
2007 by 61%. 

With grape production not meeting demand up until the 
2008 vintage, the wine industry in Marlborough had not 
had any reason to put in place any management actions to 
limit production. Since the 2008 vintage, wine companies 
have taken deliberate steps to understand what e�ects 
seasonal di�erences in climate are having on the predicted 
supply of grapes at harvest. �e climatic di�erences have a 
direct e�ect on grapevine phenology, with the develop-
ment of the vines either being advanced or delayed in 
warm or cool seasons. Understanding how the seasonal 
climate a�ects grapevine phenology is a key to managing 
the grape supply at harvest. 

�is report is for the second year that the Marlborough 
Research Centre has funded the Phenological Monitoring 
project. �is project is continuing data collection from �ve 
sub-regional Sauvignon blanc vineyards that was started 
in 2005 as part of the Foundation for Research Science 
and Technology programme “Quality New Zealand Wines, 
UOAX0404“. We now have a continuous phenological 
record from these vineyards for the eight seasons 2005 to 
2012. 

Data summaries are included in the weekly Vinefax email 
service operated by Plant & Food Research in Marlbor-
ough. Many of the subscribers to Vinefax (VineFacts) rely 
on the phenological summaries to give them advance 
knowledge of whether the current season is early or late. 
�e phenological data contribute to a number of research 
programmes and provide a very valuable source of 
information for the Marlborough wine industry. �e data 
help to quantify the season-to-season variability in 
harvest date and yield components as dictated by the 
climate.

Vinefax information services (VineFacts)
Victoria Raw, Rob Agnew,
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $26,220

Vinefax is a weekly subscriber-based publication sent out 
on a �ursday evening during the growing season of grape 
vines (October to April). One of the main purposes of 
Vinefax is to inform readers of phenological development 
of grapevines on �ve monitored Sauvignon blanc 
vineyards in Marlborough. Key stages of phenological 
development (budburst, �owering, véraison and harvest) 
are reported during the growing season and compared 
with the timing of these stages in previous seasons. Other 
information includes the occurrence of Botrytis cinerea 
infection periods, weather summaries (rainfall, evapotran-
spiration and Growing Degree Days (GDD)), berry 
maturation rates from véraison to harvest and other 
general information, such as climate forecasts from the 
National Institute of Water and Atmosphere (NIWA), 

disease management advice and reports of recent grape 
and wine research. 

Vinefax is a unique service that is provided to the 
Marlborough wine industry by Plant & Food Research, 
through the Marlborough Research Centre. It is a 
predominantly viticulture-orientated publication. It draws 
on a number of sources of information from Plant & Food 
Research’s work, much of which is funded by the Marlbor-
ough Research Centre and New Zealand Winegrowers. 

Comment and feedback has been very favourable about 
Vinefax as it has provided valuable information on the 
current season’s development in relation to temperature, 
phenological stages, maturity development and harvest 
yields. Comparisons with the previous seasons have 
become valuable to many subscribers.

Vinefax accessed meteorological data from 15 Marlbor-
ough weather stations, which are spread throughout the 
Wairau and Awatere Valleys.

�e 2011-2012 season was the sixteenth year of Vinefax 
publications and 32 weekly editions were sent out 
between 6 October 2011 and 10 May 2012. �is was two 
more editions than in most previous seasons, because of 
the lateness of the 2012 harvest.

Vinefax is a subscriber-based service. �e total number of 
people receiving Vinefax in the 2011-2012 season was 
265, compared with 209 people in 2010-2011. Some of 
these recipients were individual grapegrowers, others were 
from larger corporate organisations, or part of the wider 
grape and wine research community. �e majority of the 
recipients were either based in Marlborough or had some 
wine industry association with the region.

Industry Seminars    
Plant & Food Research, Marlborough
MRC Funding $14,625 

July 2012
 • Botrytis decision support models - Early and late  
  season/brix - Rob Beresford PFR
 • Botrytis risk assessment tools - Brat 
  - Gareth Hill PFR
 • Botrytis disease monitoring - Alistair McKay PFR

June 2012
 • Seasonal climate update and the influence of   
  seasonal climate on Sauvignon yield components
  - Rob Agnew PFR
 • Yield prediction model and outlook for 2013  
  - Mike Trought PFR

June 2012 - Designer Grapevines 
 • Influence of cane number on yield components of  
  Sauvignon blanc - Marc Greven PFR 
 • Effects of temperature and yield on Sauvignon   
  blanc phenology - Rob Agnew PFR 
 • Pinot noir inflorescence and bunch position   
  in�uences - Damian Martin PFR 
 • Pinot noir bunch variation, the effect of 
  shoulders - Je� Bennett PFR 

May 2012
 • Efforts to develop a New Zealand Sauvignon   
  blanc juice index  - Marc Greven PFR
 • Industry update on current grapevine   
  trunk disease - Dion Mundy PFR

For further information please view on 
www.mrc.org.nz/workshop.htm 

Does Stress Express Vine Trunk Diseases? 
Dion Mundy 
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $15,000

�e project was established to show that stress is an 
important factor in symptoms expression for grapevine 
trunk diseases. �is project will provide evidence of plant 
stress factors in�uencing grapevine trunk disease 
expression.

�e review conducted in 2011 provides a strong indication 
that stress is a factor in trunk diseases of grapes. �e 
experiments conducted and accepted for publication in 
2012 have not been decisive, with some of the typical 
limitations of small potted plant experiments, but 
research by collaborators has shown that water stress and 
temperature stress are important for expression of disease 
caused by Eutypa lata.

As part of the project a review was conducted of stress and 
trunk diseases of grapevines and that publication (2011) 
indicated that two further questions should have been 
asked: “Does stress lead to symptom expression in 
infected vines?” and “Does stress increase or decrease 
infection rates?” �e review also allowed connections with 
other research groups internationally to be made follow-
ing publication and the New Zealand project has bene�ted 
from knowledge of the most recent international studies.

It has been shown that stress can in�uence disease 
expression and may also be important in determining the 
success of wound infection.  A survey of growers showed 
that awareness of trunk diseases is increasing in the wine 
industry.

Satellites For Improved Irrigation Advice 
Marc Greven
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $5,000

Irrigation managers frequently monitor soil moisture 
levels using moisture probes. However, the volume of soil 
measured by these devices is generally limited (0.1 m³) but 
the data is then used to extrapolate to a much bigger area. 
�is proposal uses innovative satellite imaging to reliably 
expand this information to whole �elds or even farms, at a 
relatively low extra cost, providing greater e�ciency to 
irrigation application.

Although this is new work, it builds on irrigation research 
supported by the Marlborough District Council, Marlbor-
ough Grape growers and SFF, that has been done over the 
last twenty years by (Clothier, Green, Greven, Neal, 
Dryden and others). Most of this work focused on needs 

per plant, where as this work tries to identify the variabil-
ity of water need across a large area. Related precision 
irrigation work has been done over the last three years by 
Hedley and others.

For this initial project, historical data will be used as proof 
of concept to a number of crops. If successful, applications 
will be made for further funding for operational trials 
using the proposed technology across the whole NZ 
primary sector.

Since contracting the project, WaterWatch has merged 
with Basfood to form a new company in agricultural 
products called eLEAF. After new contractual agreements 
were completed, the data were sent to eLEAF on 1 June 
2012. 

We have asked for an extension of the deadline because of 
the delays in obtaining data described above. During the 
next period we expect to receive the analysed data from 
the overseas collaborator, and will be reporting on the 
results of this analysis. 

We will also organise a workshop in Marlborough on the 
comparison between the obtained satellite data and in situ 
soil moisture data and how these can be used for crop 
water use calculations and irrigation advice.

Pastoral & Agricultural    
MRC Funding $15,000  
Contract not completed

New Zealand Dryland Forests Initiative Project
Paul Millen 
Millen Associates Limited
MRC Funding $10,000

Since establishment in 2008, the NZDFI has been 
researching and promoting the establishment of 
genetically-improved naturally-durable eucalypts in 
plantations and woodlots on drought prone and erodible 
land in east coast regions of New Zealand. 
In 2010, NZDFI received $355,000 grant from the 
Sustainable Farming Fund and a further $443,000 from 
NZDFI partners and supporters to fund the current three 
year programme that is ending 30th June 2013. 

NZDFI’s founding partners include Proseed NZ Ltd, 
Vineyard Timbers Ltd, Marlborough Research Centre and 
University of Canterbury. �is group established the 
NZDFI in 2008 which is now supported by Marlborough 
Lines, 6 east coast Regional Councils, the Neil Barr Farm 
Forestry Association, the NZ Farm Forestry Association 
and 17 landowners/forest growers from Bay of Plenty to 
Canterbury. �e University of Canterbury has been 
supporting three School of Forestry students with 
scholarships to undertake environmental/economic 
modelling research work linked to the NZDFI programme. 

�e University of Canterbury sponsored the professional 
workshop and �eld trip titled ‘Developing a Eucalypt 
Resource: Learning from Australia and elsewhere’ that was 
successfully held 3rd & 4th November 2011 at the 
Marlborough Research Centre in Blenheim. �is was 
attended by 60 people including the 13 speakers who were 
all Australian based scientists and professionals.

On 5th April 2012, the University of Canterbury (UoC) 
with the support of the founding partners submitted a 
proposal to Ministry of Building Innovation and Employ-
ment for $3.8 m funding over six years for the NZ Dryland 
Forests Initiative tree breeding and extension programme. 
In conjunction with this funding, NZDFI is seeking $1.02 
m �nancial support from NZDFI founding partners as well 
as industry and regional government supporters and 
$200k in kind from host landowners. 

In conjunction with the proposed UoC R&D programme, 
NZDFI also plans to make an application to MPI’s 
Sustainable Farming Fund later this year to continue 
regional extension programme. �is will include more 
regional workshops and �eld days plus a professional 
development course in dryland durable eucalypt forestry 
for regional land managers and forest consultants. NZDFI 
are also in consultation with MPI’s Maori Primary Sector 
Partnerships for assistance to engage local iwi in the 
opportunity to plant durable eucalypts on their lands.

NZDFI’s research focuses on rapidly breeding elite 
eucalypts through dramatically increasing early heartwood 
and natural durability while selecting desirable colour and 

superior wood properties. New tools and techniques will 
be developed to shorten genetic improvement cycles from 
the usual 8-10 years to 2-5 years. Rapid delivery of 
improved germplasm to forest growers along with 
knowledge on where and how to grow each new species. It 
is planned to have a regional extension strategy, 
supported by all east coast Regional Councils from Bay of 
Plenty to Canterbury, to engage with the regional rural 
network provided by MAF and the NZ Farm Forestry 
Association to encourage new rural investment in planting 
hardwood forests. 

By 2022, NZDFI will have established its �rst generation 
of seed orchards for elite eucalypts so that seed can be 
supplied for growers to plant 3000 ha/yr of genetically 
superior eucalypts.

For more information go to www.nzd�.org.nz
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Meteorological Services
Rob Agnew, Victoria Raw
Plant & Food Research, Marlborough
MRC Funding $21,775

Funding from the Marlborough Research Centre over the 
past decade has enabled the on-going dissemination of 
weather information for the Marlborough community. 
Weather data summaries for the Blenheim and Dashwood 
weather stations are updated on a monthly basis and 
made available to the community in a number of di�erent 
ways. �ese summaries ensure that the Marlborough 
community now has access to the most readily accessible 
and user friendly weather summaries of any region in New 
Zealand. Summaries are made available on a monthly 
basis, free of charge.

Dissemination of information from this project is by 
monthly meteorological summaries for the Blenheim and 
Dashwood weather stations made available on the 
Marlborough Wine Research Centre website in the �rst 
few days of each new month. Press releases were sent to 
the Marlborough Express and the Blenheim Sun newspa-
pers, local radio stations Radio Marlborough and �e 
Breeze and also to the Marlborough District Council at the 
beginning of each month outlining details of the previous 
month’s weather. �ese summaries provide the basis for 
newspaper and radio articles. 
�ere was a Meteorological Report in the Marlborough 
Winegrowers monthly publication Winepress, July 2011 – 
June 2012 Issue Numbers 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 
211, 212, 213, 214, 215. 
�e Vinefax service to over two hundred subscribers from 
the Marlborough wine industry provides summaries of 
weather data from 15 Marlborough weather stations on a 
weekly basis from October to April.

Phenological Monitoring
Rob Agnew, Trevor Skilton, Victoria Raw 
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $26,280

�e Marlborough wine industry went through a period of 
extremely rapid expansion, from 4100 hectares planted in 
grapes in 2000 to 23,055 hectares in 2008 (Marlborough 
District Council vineyard survey) an increase of 460% in 
the area converted to grapevines in eight years. �is rapid 
expansion was due to the supply of grapes not meeting 
the demand for Marlborough Sauvignon blanc wine. As a 
consequence, high prices were being paid for grapes, which 
fuelled increased plantings. 

During this period of rapid expansion in planted area, 
several climatic events limited the production of grapes at 
harvest over a number of seasons. Frosts on 18 November 
2002, 18 November 2003 and 19 October 2007 on the 
Wairau plains and on 10 November 2006 in the Awatere 
valley substantially reduced yield. Cold temperatures in 
December 2004 and 2006 over �owering for the current 
season and over the period of bunch initiation for the 
following season also kept yield lower than the potential. 
Warm weather over �owering in December 2007 meant 
that production at harvest in 2008 was above average. �e 
2008 harvest also coincided with a large area of grape-

vines coming into production for the �rst time. �e 
above-average production and increased area in produc-
tion gave rise to a massive grape harvest in Marlborough. 

Production of grapes in Marlborough in 2007 was 120,888 
tonnes and in 2008 was 194,639 tonnes (NZW statistical 
annual 2009); i.e. grape production in 2008 exceeded 
2007 by 61%. 

With grape production not meeting demand up until the 
2008 vintage, the wine industry in Marlborough had not 
had any reason to put in place any management actions to 
limit production. Since the 2008 vintage, wine companies 
have taken deliberate steps to understand what e�ects 
seasonal di�erences in climate are having on the predicted 
supply of grapes at harvest. �e climatic di�erences have a 
direct e�ect on grapevine phenology, with the develop-
ment of the vines either being advanced or delayed in 
warm or cool seasons. Understanding how the seasonal 
climate a�ects grapevine phenology is a key to managing 
the grape supply at harvest. 

�is report is for the second year that the Marlborough 
Research Centre has funded the Phenological Monitoring 
project. �is project is continuing data collection from �ve 
sub-regional Sauvignon blanc vineyards that was started 
in 2005 as part of the Foundation for Research Science 
and Technology programme “Quality New Zealand Wines, 
UOAX0404“. We now have a continuous phenological 
record from these vineyards for the eight seasons 2005 to 
2012. 

Data summaries are included in the weekly Vinefax email 
service operated by Plant & Food Research in Marlbor-
ough. Many of the subscribers to Vinefax (VineFacts) rely 
on the phenological summaries to give them advance 
knowledge of whether the current season is early or late. 
�e phenological data contribute to a number of research 
programmes and provide a very valuable source of 
information for the Marlborough wine industry. �e data 
help to quantify the season-to-season variability in 
harvest date and yield components as dictated by the 
climate.

Vinefax information services (VineFacts)
Victoria Raw, Rob Agnew,
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $26,220

Vinefax is a weekly subscriber-based publication sent out 
on a �ursday evening during the growing season of grape 
vines (October to April). One of the main purposes of 
Vinefax is to inform readers of phenological development 
of grapevines on �ve monitored Sauvignon blanc 
vineyards in Marlborough. Key stages of phenological 
development (budburst, �owering, véraison and harvest) 
are reported during the growing season and compared 
with the timing of these stages in previous seasons. Other 
information includes the occurrence of Botrytis cinerea 
infection periods, weather summaries (rainfall, evapotran-
spiration and Growing Degree Days (GDD)), berry 
maturation rates from véraison to harvest and other 
general information, such as climate forecasts from the 
National Institute of Water and Atmosphere (NIWA), 

disease management advice and reports of recent grape 
and wine research. 

Vinefax is a unique service that is provided to the 
Marlborough wine industry by Plant & Food Research, 
through the Marlborough Research Centre. It is a 
predominantly viticulture-orientated publication. It draws 
on a number of sources of information from Plant & Food 
Research’s work, much of which is funded by the Marlbor-
ough Research Centre and New Zealand Winegrowers. 

Comment and feedback has been very favourable about 
Vinefax as it has provided valuable information on the 
current season’s development in relation to temperature, 
phenological stages, maturity development and harvest 
yields. Comparisons with the previous seasons have 
become valuable to many subscribers.

Vinefax accessed meteorological data from 15 Marlbor-
ough weather stations, which are spread throughout the 
Wairau and Awatere Valleys.

�e 2011-2012 season was the sixteenth year of Vinefax 
publications and 32 weekly editions were sent out 
between 6 October 2011 and 10 May 2012. �is was two 
more editions than in most previous seasons, because of 
the lateness of the 2012 harvest.

Vinefax is a subscriber-based service. �e total number of 
people receiving Vinefax in the 2011-2012 season was 
265, compared with 209 people in 2010-2011. Some of 
these recipients were individual grapegrowers, others were 
from larger corporate organisations, or part of the wider 
grape and wine research community. �e majority of the 
recipients were either based in Marlborough or had some 
wine industry association with the region.

Industry Seminars    
Plant & Food Research, Marlborough
MRC Funding $14,625 

July 2012
 • Botrytis decision support models - Early and late  
  season/brix - Rob Beresford PFR
 • Botrytis risk assessment tools - Brat 
  - Gareth Hill PFR
 • Botrytis disease monitoring - Alistair McKay PFR

June 2012
 • Seasonal climate update and the influence of   
  seasonal climate on Sauvignon yield components
  - Rob Agnew PFR
 • Yield prediction model and outlook for 2013  
  - Mike Trought PFR

June 2012 - Designer Grapevines 
 • Influence of cane number on yield components of  
  Sauvignon blanc - Marc Greven PFR 
 • Effects of temperature and yield on Sauvignon   
  blanc phenology - Rob Agnew PFR 
 • Pinot noir inflorescence and bunch position   
  in�uences - Damian Martin PFR 
 • Pinot noir bunch variation, the effect of 
  shoulders - Je� Bennett PFR 

May 2012
 • Efforts to develop a New Zealand Sauvignon   
  blanc juice index  - Marc Greven PFR
 • Industry update on current grapevine   
  trunk disease - Dion Mundy PFR

For further information please view on 
www.mrc.org.nz/workshop.htm 

Does Stress Express Vine Trunk Diseases? 
Dion Mundy 
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $15,000

�e project was established to show that stress is an 
important factor in symptoms expression for grapevine 
trunk diseases. �is project will provide evidence of plant 
stress factors in�uencing grapevine trunk disease 
expression.

�e review conducted in 2011 provides a strong indication 
that stress is a factor in trunk diseases of grapes. �e 
experiments conducted and accepted for publication in 
2012 have not been decisive, with some of the typical 
limitations of small potted plant experiments, but 
research by collaborators has shown that water stress and 
temperature stress are important for expression of disease 
caused by Eutypa lata.

As part of the project a review was conducted of stress and 
trunk diseases of grapevines and that publication (2011) 
indicated that two further questions should have been 
asked: “Does stress lead to symptom expression in 
infected vines?” and “Does stress increase or decrease 
infection rates?” �e review also allowed connections with 
other research groups internationally to be made follow-
ing publication and the New Zealand project has bene�ted 
from knowledge of the most recent international studies.

It has been shown that stress can in�uence disease 
expression and may also be important in determining the 
success of wound infection.  A survey of growers showed 
that awareness of trunk diseases is increasing in the wine 
industry.

Satellites For Improved Irrigation Advice 
Marc Greven
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $5,000

Irrigation managers frequently monitor soil moisture 
levels using moisture probes. However, the volume of soil 
measured by these devices is generally limited (0.1 m³) but 
the data is then used to extrapolate to a much bigger area. 
�is proposal uses innovative satellite imaging to reliably 
expand this information to whole �elds or even farms, at a 
relatively low extra cost, providing greater e�ciency to 
irrigation application.

Although this is new work, it builds on irrigation research 
supported by the Marlborough District Council, Marlbor-
ough Grape growers and SFF, that has been done over the 
last twenty years by (Clothier, Green, Greven, Neal, 
Dryden and others). Most of this work focused on needs 

per plant, where as this work tries to identify the variabil-
ity of water need across a large area. Related precision 
irrigation work has been done over the last three years by 
Hedley and others.

For this initial project, historical data will be used as proof 
of concept to a number of crops. If successful, applications 
will be made for further funding for operational trials 
using the proposed technology across the whole NZ 
primary sector.

Since contracting the project, WaterWatch has merged 
with Basfood to form a new company in agricultural 
products called eLEAF. After new contractual agreements 
were completed, the data were sent to eLEAF on 1 June 
2012. 

We have asked for an extension of the deadline because of 
the delays in obtaining data described above. During the 
next period we expect to receive the analysed data from 
the overseas collaborator, and will be reporting on the 
results of this analysis. 

We will also organise a workshop in Marlborough on the 
comparison between the obtained satellite data and in situ 
soil moisture data and how these can be used for crop 
water use calculations and irrigation advice.

Pastoral & Agricultural    
MRC Funding $15,000  
Contract not completed

New Zealand Dryland Forests Initiative Project
Paul Millen 
Millen Associates Limited
MRC Funding $10,000

Since establishment in 2008, the NZDFI has been 
researching and promoting the establishment of 
genetically-improved naturally-durable eucalypts in 
plantations and woodlots on drought prone and erodible 
land in east coast regions of New Zealand. 
In 2010, NZDFI received $355,000 grant from the 
Sustainable Farming Fund and a further $443,000 from 
NZDFI partners and supporters to fund the current three 
year programme that is ending 30th June 2013. 

NZDFI’s founding partners include Proseed NZ Ltd, 
Vineyard Timbers Ltd, Marlborough Research Centre and 
University of Canterbury. �is group established the 
NZDFI in 2008 which is now supported by Marlborough 
Lines, 6 east coast Regional Councils, the Neil Barr Farm 
Forestry Association, the NZ Farm Forestry Association 
and 17 landowners/forest growers from Bay of Plenty to 
Canterbury. �e University of Canterbury has been 
supporting three School of Forestry students with 
scholarships to undertake environmental/economic 
modelling research work linked to the NZDFI programme. 

�e University of Canterbury sponsored the professional 
workshop and �eld trip titled ‘Developing a Eucalypt 
Resource: Learning from Australia and elsewhere’ that was 
successfully held 3rd & 4th November 2011 at the 
Marlborough Research Centre in Blenheim. �is was 
attended by 60 people including the 13 speakers who were 
all Australian based scientists and professionals.

On 5th April 2012, the University of Canterbury (UoC) 
with the support of the founding partners submitted a 
proposal to Ministry of Building Innovation and Employ-
ment for $3.8 m funding over six years for the NZ Dryland 
Forests Initiative tree breeding and extension programme. 
In conjunction with this funding, NZDFI is seeking $1.02 
m �nancial support from NZDFI founding partners as well 
as industry and regional government supporters and 
$200k in kind from host landowners. 

In conjunction with the proposed UoC R&D programme, 
NZDFI also plans to make an application to MPI’s 
Sustainable Farming Fund later this year to continue 
regional extension programme. �is will include more 
regional workshops and �eld days plus a professional 
development course in dryland durable eucalypt forestry 
for regional land managers and forest consultants. NZDFI 
are also in consultation with MPI’s Maori Primary Sector 
Partnerships for assistance to engage local iwi in the 
opportunity to plant durable eucalypts on their lands.

NZDFI’s research focuses on rapidly breeding elite 
eucalypts through dramatically increasing early heartwood 
and natural durability while selecting desirable colour and 

superior wood properties. New tools and techniques will 
be developed to shorten genetic improvement cycles from 
the usual 8-10 years to 2-5 years. Rapid delivery of 
improved germplasm to forest growers along with 
knowledge on where and how to grow each new species. It 
is planned to have a regional extension strategy, 
supported by all east coast Regional Councils from Bay of 
Plenty to Canterbury, to engage with the regional rural 
network provided by MAF and the NZ Farm Forestry 
Association to encourage new rural investment in planting 
hardwood forests. 

By 2022, NZDFI will have established its �rst generation 
of seed orchards for elite eucalypts so that seed can be 
supplied for growers to plant 3000 ha/yr of genetically 
superior eucalypts.

For more information go to www.nzd�.org.nz
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Meteorological Services
Rob Agnew, Victoria Raw
Plant & Food Research, Marlborough
MRC Funding $21,775

Funding from the Marlborough Research Centre over the 
past decade has enabled the on-going dissemination of 
weather information for the Marlborough community. 
Weather data summaries for the Blenheim and Dashwood 
weather stations are updated on a monthly basis and 
made available to the community in a number of di�erent 
ways. �ese summaries ensure that the Marlborough 
community now has access to the most readily accessible 
and user friendly weather summaries of any region in New 
Zealand. Summaries are made available on a monthly 
basis, free of charge.

Dissemination of information from this project is by 
monthly meteorological summaries for the Blenheim and 
Dashwood weather stations made available on the 
Marlborough Wine Research Centre website in the �rst 
few days of each new month. Press releases were sent to 
the Marlborough Express and the Blenheim Sun newspa-
pers, local radio stations Radio Marlborough and �e 
Breeze and also to the Marlborough District Council at the 
beginning of each month outlining details of the previous 
month’s weather. �ese summaries provide the basis for 
newspaper and radio articles. 
�ere was a Meteorological Report in the Marlborough 
Winegrowers monthly publication Winepress, July 2011 – 
June 2012 Issue Numbers 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 
211, 212, 213, 214, 215. 
�e Vinefax service to over two hundred subscribers from 
the Marlborough wine industry provides summaries of 
weather data from 15 Marlborough weather stations on a 
weekly basis from October to April.

Phenological Monitoring
Rob Agnew, Trevor Skilton, Victoria Raw 
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $26,280

�e Marlborough wine industry went through a period of 
extremely rapid expansion, from 4100 hectares planted in 
grapes in 2000 to 23,055 hectares in 2008 (Marlborough 
District Council vineyard survey) an increase of 460% in 
the area converted to grapevines in eight years. �is rapid 
expansion was due to the supply of grapes not meeting 
the demand for Marlborough Sauvignon blanc wine. As a 
consequence, high prices were being paid for grapes, which 
fuelled increased plantings. 

During this period of rapid expansion in planted area, 
several climatic events limited the production of grapes at 
harvest over a number of seasons. Frosts on 18 November 
2002, 18 November 2003 and 19 October 2007 on the 
Wairau plains and on 10 November 2006 in the Awatere 
valley substantially reduced yield. Cold temperatures in 
December 2004 and 2006 over �owering for the current 
season and over the period of bunch initiation for the 
following season also kept yield lower than the potential. 
Warm weather over �owering in December 2007 meant 
that production at harvest in 2008 was above average. �e 
2008 harvest also coincided with a large area of grape-

vines coming into production for the �rst time. �e 
above-average production and increased area in produc-
tion gave rise to a massive grape harvest in Marlborough. 

Production of grapes in Marlborough in 2007 was 120,888 
tonnes and in 2008 was 194,639 tonnes (NZW statistical 
annual 2009); i.e. grape production in 2008 exceeded 
2007 by 61%. 

With grape production not meeting demand up until the 
2008 vintage, the wine industry in Marlborough had not 
had any reason to put in place any management actions to 
limit production. Since the 2008 vintage, wine companies 
have taken deliberate steps to understand what e�ects 
seasonal di�erences in climate are having on the predicted 
supply of grapes at harvest. �e climatic di�erences have a 
direct e�ect on grapevine phenology, with the develop-
ment of the vines either being advanced or delayed in 
warm or cool seasons. Understanding how the seasonal 
climate a�ects grapevine phenology is a key to managing 
the grape supply at harvest. 

�is report is for the second year that the Marlborough 
Research Centre has funded the Phenological Monitoring 
project. �is project is continuing data collection from �ve 
sub-regional Sauvignon blanc vineyards that was started 
in 2005 as part of the Foundation for Research Science 
and Technology programme “Quality New Zealand Wines, 
UOAX0404“. We now have a continuous phenological 
record from these vineyards for the eight seasons 2005 to 
2012. 

Data summaries are included in the weekly Vinefax email 
service operated by Plant & Food Research in Marlbor-
ough. Many of the subscribers to Vinefax (VineFacts) rely 
on the phenological summaries to give them advance 
knowledge of whether the current season is early or late. 
�e phenological data contribute to a number of research 
programmes and provide a very valuable source of 
information for the Marlborough wine industry. �e data 
help to quantify the season-to-season variability in 
harvest date and yield components as dictated by the 
climate.

Vinefax information services (VineFacts)
Victoria Raw, Rob Agnew,
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $26,220

Vinefax is a weekly subscriber-based publication sent out 
on a �ursday evening during the growing season of grape 
vines (October to April). One of the main purposes of 
Vinefax is to inform readers of phenological development 
of grapevines on �ve monitored Sauvignon blanc 
vineyards in Marlborough. Key stages of phenological 
development (budburst, �owering, véraison and harvest) 
are reported during the growing season and compared 
with the timing of these stages in previous seasons. Other 
information includes the occurrence of Botrytis cinerea 
infection periods, weather summaries (rainfall, evapotran-
spiration and Growing Degree Days (GDD)), berry 
maturation rates from véraison to harvest and other 
general information, such as climate forecasts from the 
National Institute of Water and Atmosphere (NIWA), 

disease management advice and reports of recent grape 
and wine research. 

Vinefax is a unique service that is provided to the 
Marlborough wine industry by Plant & Food Research, 
through the Marlborough Research Centre. It is a 
predominantly viticulture-orientated publication. It draws 
on a number of sources of information from Plant & Food 
Research’s work, much of which is funded by the Marlbor-
ough Research Centre and New Zealand Winegrowers. 

Comment and feedback has been very favourable about 
Vinefax as it has provided valuable information on the 
current season’s development in relation to temperature, 
phenological stages, maturity development and harvest 
yields. Comparisons with the previous seasons have 
become valuable to many subscribers.

Vinefax accessed meteorological data from 15 Marlbor-
ough weather stations, which are spread throughout the 
Wairau and Awatere Valleys.

�e 2011-2012 season was the sixteenth year of Vinefax 
publications and 32 weekly editions were sent out 
between 6 October 2011 and 10 May 2012. �is was two 
more editions than in most previous seasons, because of 
the lateness of the 2012 harvest.

Vinefax is a subscriber-based service. �e total number of 
people receiving Vinefax in the 2011-2012 season was 
265, compared with 209 people in 2010-2011. Some of 
these recipients were individual grapegrowers, others were 
from larger corporate organisations, or part of the wider 
grape and wine research community. �e majority of the 
recipients were either based in Marlborough or had some 
wine industry association with the region.

Industry Seminars    
Plant & Food Research, Marlborough
MRC Funding $14,625 

July 2012
 • Botrytis decision support models - Early and late  
  season/brix - Rob Beresford PFR
 • Botrytis risk assessment tools - Brat 
  - Gareth Hill PFR
 • Botrytis disease monitoring - Alistair McKay PFR

June 2012
 • Seasonal climate update and the influence of   
  seasonal climate on Sauvignon yield components
  - Rob Agnew PFR
 • Yield prediction model and outlook for 2013  
  - Mike Trought PFR

June 2012 - Designer Grapevines 
 • Influence of cane number on yield components of  
  Sauvignon blanc - Marc Greven PFR 
 • Effects of temperature and yield on Sauvignon   
  blanc phenology - Rob Agnew PFR 
 • Pinot noir inflorescence and bunch position   
  in�uences - Damian Martin PFR 
 • Pinot noir bunch variation, the effect of 
  shoulders - Je� Bennett PFR 

May 2012
 • Efforts to develop a New Zealand Sauvignon   
  blanc juice index  - Marc Greven PFR
 • Industry update on current grapevine   
  trunk disease - Dion Mundy PFR

For further information please view on 
www.mrc.org.nz/workshop.htm 

Does Stress Express Vine Trunk Diseases? 
Dion Mundy 
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $15,000

�e project was established to show that stress is an 
important factor in symptoms expression for grapevine 
trunk diseases. �is project will provide evidence of plant 
stress factors in�uencing grapevine trunk disease 
expression.

�e review conducted in 2011 provides a strong indication 
that stress is a factor in trunk diseases of grapes. �e 
experiments conducted and accepted for publication in 
2012 have not been decisive, with some of the typical 
limitations of small potted plant experiments, but 
research by collaborators has shown that water stress and 
temperature stress are important for expression of disease 
caused by Eutypa lata.

As part of the project a review was conducted of stress and 
trunk diseases of grapevines and that publication (2011) 
indicated that two further questions should have been 
asked: “Does stress lead to symptom expression in 
infected vines?” and “Does stress increase or decrease 
infection rates?” �e review also allowed connections with 
other research groups internationally to be made follow-
ing publication and the New Zealand project has bene�ted 
from knowledge of the most recent international studies.

It has been shown that stress can in�uence disease 
expression and may also be important in determining the 
success of wound infection.  A survey of growers showed 
that awareness of trunk diseases is increasing in the wine 
industry.

Satellites For Improved Irrigation Advice 
Marc Greven
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $5,000

Irrigation managers frequently monitor soil moisture 
levels using moisture probes. However, the volume of soil 
measured by these devices is generally limited (0.1 m³) but 
the data is then used to extrapolate to a much bigger area. 
�is proposal uses innovative satellite imaging to reliably 
expand this information to whole �elds or even farms, at a 
relatively low extra cost, providing greater e�ciency to 
irrigation application.

Although this is new work, it builds on irrigation research 
supported by the Marlborough District Council, Marlbor-
ough Grape growers and SFF, that has been done over the 
last twenty years by (Clothier, Green, Greven, Neal, 
Dryden and others). Most of this work focused on needs 

per plant, where as this work tries to identify the variabil-
ity of water need across a large area. Related precision 
irrigation work has been done over the last three years by 
Hedley and others.

For this initial project, historical data will be used as proof 
of concept to a number of crops. If successful, applications 
will be made for further funding for operational trials 
using the proposed technology across the whole NZ 
primary sector.

Since contracting the project, WaterWatch has merged 
with Basfood to form a new company in agricultural 
products called eLEAF. After new contractual agreements 
were completed, the data were sent to eLEAF on 1 June 
2012. 

We have asked for an extension of the deadline because of 
the delays in obtaining data described above. During the 
next period we expect to receive the analysed data from 
the overseas collaborator, and will be reporting on the 
results of this analysis. 

We will also organise a workshop in Marlborough on the 
comparison between the obtained satellite data and in situ 
soil moisture data and how these can be used for crop 
water use calculations and irrigation advice.

Pastoral & Agricultural    
MRC Funding $15,000  
Contract not completed

New Zealand Dryland Forests Initiative Project
Paul Millen 
Millen Associates Limited
MRC Funding $10,000

Since establishment in 2008, the NZDFI has been 
researching and promoting the establishment of 
genetically-improved naturally-durable eucalypts in 
plantations and woodlots on drought prone and erodible 
land in east coast regions of New Zealand. 
In 2010, NZDFI received $355,000 grant from the 
Sustainable Farming Fund and a further $443,000 from 
NZDFI partners and supporters to fund the current three 
year programme that is ending 30th June 2013. 

NZDFI’s founding partners include Proseed NZ Ltd, 
Vineyard Timbers Ltd, Marlborough Research Centre and 
University of Canterbury. �is group established the 
NZDFI in 2008 which is now supported by Marlborough 
Lines, 6 east coast Regional Councils, the Neil Barr Farm 
Forestry Association, the NZ Farm Forestry Association 
and 17 landowners/forest growers from Bay of Plenty to 
Canterbury. �e University of Canterbury has been 
supporting three School of Forestry students with 
scholarships to undertake environmental/economic 
modelling research work linked to the NZDFI programme. 

�e University of Canterbury sponsored the professional 
workshop and �eld trip titled ‘Developing a Eucalypt 
Resource: Learning from Australia and elsewhere’ that was 
successfully held 3rd & 4th November 2011 at the 
Marlborough Research Centre in Blenheim. �is was 
attended by 60 people including the 13 speakers who were 
all Australian based scientists and professionals.

On 5th April 2012, the University of Canterbury (UoC) 
with the support of the founding partners submitted a 
proposal to Ministry of Building Innovation and Employ-
ment for $3.8 m funding over six years for the NZ Dryland 
Forests Initiative tree breeding and extension programme. 
In conjunction with this funding, NZDFI is seeking $1.02 
m �nancial support from NZDFI founding partners as well 
as industry and regional government supporters and 
$200k in kind from host landowners. 

In conjunction with the proposed UoC R&D programme, 
NZDFI also plans to make an application to MPI’s 
Sustainable Farming Fund later this year to continue 
regional extension programme. �is will include more 
regional workshops and �eld days plus a professional 
development course in dryland durable eucalypt forestry 
for regional land managers and forest consultants. NZDFI 
are also in consultation with MPI’s Maori Primary Sector 
Partnerships for assistance to engage local iwi in the 
opportunity to plant durable eucalypts on their lands.

NZDFI’s research focuses on rapidly breeding elite 
eucalypts through dramatically increasing early heartwood 
and natural durability while selecting desirable colour and 

superior wood properties. New tools and techniques will 
be developed to shorten genetic improvement cycles from 
the usual 8-10 years to 2-5 years. Rapid delivery of 
improved germplasm to forest growers along with 
knowledge on where and how to grow each new species. It 
is planned to have a regional extension strategy, 
supported by all east coast Regional Councils from Bay of 
Plenty to Canterbury, to engage with the regional rural 
network provided by MAF and the NZ Farm Forestry 
Association to encourage new rural investment in planting 
hardwood forests. 

By 2022, NZDFI will have established its �rst generation 
of seed orchards for elite eucalypts so that seed can be 
supplied for growers to plant 3000 ha/yr of genetically 
superior eucalypts.

For more information go to www.nzd�.org.nz

Research has found that stress 
can in�uence disease expression
and may also be important in 
determining the success of 
wound infection.
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Meteorological Services
Rob Agnew, Victoria Raw
Plant & Food Research, Marlborough
MRC Funding $21,775

Funding from the Marlborough Research Centre over the 
past decade has enabled the on-going dissemination of 
weather information for the Marlborough community. 
Weather data summaries for the Blenheim and Dashwood 
weather stations are updated on a monthly basis and 
made available to the community in a number of di�erent 
ways. �ese summaries ensure that the Marlborough 
community now has access to the most readily accessible 
and user friendly weather summaries of any region in New 
Zealand. Summaries are made available on a monthly 
basis, free of charge.

Dissemination of information from this project is by 
monthly meteorological summaries for the Blenheim and 
Dashwood weather stations made available on the 
Marlborough Wine Research Centre website in the �rst 
few days of each new month. Press releases were sent to 
the Marlborough Express and the Blenheim Sun newspa-
pers, local radio stations Radio Marlborough and �e 
Breeze and also to the Marlborough District Council at the 
beginning of each month outlining details of the previous 
month’s weather. �ese summaries provide the basis for 
newspaper and radio articles. 
�ere was a Meteorological Report in the Marlborough 
Winegrowers monthly publication Winepress, July 2011 – 
June 2012 Issue Numbers 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 
211, 212, 213, 214, 215. 
�e Vinefax service to over two hundred subscribers from 
the Marlborough wine industry provides summaries of 
weather data from 15 Marlborough weather stations on a 
weekly basis from October to April.

Phenological Monitoring
Rob Agnew, Trevor Skilton, Victoria Raw 
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $26,280

�e Marlborough wine industry went through a period of 
extremely rapid expansion, from 4100 hectares planted in 
grapes in 2000 to 23,055 hectares in 2008 (Marlborough 
District Council vineyard survey) an increase of 460% in 
the area converted to grapevines in eight years. �is rapid 
expansion was due to the supply of grapes not meeting 
the demand for Marlborough Sauvignon blanc wine. As a 
consequence, high prices were being paid for grapes, which 
fuelled increased plantings. 

During this period of rapid expansion in planted area, 
several climatic events limited the production of grapes at 
harvest over a number of seasons. Frosts on 18 November 
2002, 18 November 2003 and 19 October 2007 on the 
Wairau plains and on 10 November 2006 in the Awatere 
valley substantially reduced yield. Cold temperatures in 
December 2004 and 2006 over �owering for the current 
season and over the period of bunch initiation for the 
following season also kept yield lower than the potential. 
Warm weather over �owering in December 2007 meant 
that production at harvest in 2008 was above average. �e 
2008 harvest also coincided with a large area of grape-

vines coming into production for the �rst time. �e 
above-average production and increased area in produc-
tion gave rise to a massive grape harvest in Marlborough. 

Production of grapes in Marlborough in 2007 was 120,888 
tonnes and in 2008 was 194,639 tonnes (NZW statistical 
annual 2009); i.e. grape production in 2008 exceeded 
2007 by 61%. 

With grape production not meeting demand up until the 
2008 vintage, the wine industry in Marlborough had not 
had any reason to put in place any management actions to 
limit production. Since the 2008 vintage, wine companies 
have taken deliberate steps to understand what e�ects 
seasonal di�erences in climate are having on the predicted 
supply of grapes at harvest. �e climatic di�erences have a 
direct e�ect on grapevine phenology, with the develop-
ment of the vines either being advanced or delayed in 
warm or cool seasons. Understanding how the seasonal 
climate a�ects grapevine phenology is a key to managing 
the grape supply at harvest. 

�is report is for the second year that the Marlborough 
Research Centre has funded the Phenological Monitoring 
project. �is project is continuing data collection from �ve 
sub-regional Sauvignon blanc vineyards that was started 
in 2005 as part of the Foundation for Research Science 
and Technology programme “Quality New Zealand Wines, 
UOAX0404“. We now have a continuous phenological 
record from these vineyards for the eight seasons 2005 to 
2012. 

Data summaries are included in the weekly Vinefax email 
service operated by Plant & Food Research in Marlbor-
ough. Many of the subscribers to Vinefax (VineFacts) rely 
on the phenological summaries to give them advance 
knowledge of whether the current season is early or late. 
�e phenological data contribute to a number of research 
programmes and provide a very valuable source of 
information for the Marlborough wine industry. �e data 
help to quantify the season-to-season variability in 
harvest date and yield components as dictated by the 
climate.

Vinefax information services (VineFacts)
Victoria Raw, Rob Agnew,
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $26,220

Vinefax is a weekly subscriber-based publication sent out 
on a �ursday evening during the growing season of grape 
vines (October to April). One of the main purposes of 
Vinefax is to inform readers of phenological development 
of grapevines on �ve monitored Sauvignon blanc 
vineyards in Marlborough. Key stages of phenological 
development (budburst, �owering, véraison and harvest) 
are reported during the growing season and compared 
with the timing of these stages in previous seasons. Other 
information includes the occurrence of Botrytis cinerea 
infection periods, weather summaries (rainfall, evapotran-
spiration and Growing Degree Days (GDD)), berry 
maturation rates from véraison to harvest and other 
general information, such as climate forecasts from the 
National Institute of Water and Atmosphere (NIWA), 

disease management advice and reports of recent grape 
and wine research. 

Vinefax is a unique service that is provided to the 
Marlborough wine industry by Plant & Food Research, 
through the Marlborough Research Centre. It is a 
predominantly viticulture-orientated publication. It draws 
on a number of sources of information from Plant & Food 
Research’s work, much of which is funded by the Marlbor-
ough Research Centre and New Zealand Winegrowers. 

Comment and feedback has been very favourable about 
Vinefax as it has provided valuable information on the 
current season’s development in relation to temperature, 
phenological stages, maturity development and harvest 
yields. Comparisons with the previous seasons have 
become valuable to many subscribers.

Vinefax accessed meteorological data from 15 Marlbor-
ough weather stations, which are spread throughout the 
Wairau and Awatere Valleys.

�e 2011-2012 season was the sixteenth year of Vinefax 
publications and 32 weekly editions were sent out 
between 6 October 2011 and 10 May 2012. �is was two 
more editions than in most previous seasons, because of 
the lateness of the 2012 harvest.

Vinefax is a subscriber-based service. �e total number of 
people receiving Vinefax in the 2011-2012 season was 
265, compared with 209 people in 2010-2011. Some of 
these recipients were individual grapegrowers, others were 
from larger corporate organisations, or part of the wider 
grape and wine research community. �e majority of the 
recipients were either based in Marlborough or had some 
wine industry association with the region.

Industry Seminars    
Plant & Food Research, Marlborough
MRC Funding $14,625 

July 2012
 • Botrytis decision support models - Early and late  
  season/brix - Rob Beresford PFR
 • Botrytis risk assessment tools - Brat 
  - Gareth Hill PFR
 • Botrytis disease monitoring - Alistair McKay PFR

June 2012
 • Seasonal climate update and the influence of   
  seasonal climate on Sauvignon yield components
  - Rob Agnew PFR
 • Yield prediction model and outlook for 2013  
  - Mike Trought PFR

June 2012 - Designer Grapevines 
 • Influence of cane number on yield components of  
  Sauvignon blanc - Marc Greven PFR 
 • Effects of temperature and yield on Sauvignon   
  blanc phenology - Rob Agnew PFR 
 • Pinot noir inflorescence and bunch position   
  in�uences - Damian Martin PFR 
 • Pinot noir bunch variation, the effect of 
  shoulders - Je� Bennett PFR 

May 2012
 • Efforts to develop a New Zealand Sauvignon   
  blanc juice index  - Marc Greven PFR
 • Industry update on current grapevine   
  trunk disease - Dion Mundy PFR

For further information please view on 
www.mrc.org.nz/workshop.htm 

Does Stress Express Vine Trunk Diseases? 
Dion Mundy 
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $15,000

�e project was established to show that stress is an 
important factor in symptoms expression for grapevine 
trunk diseases. �is project will provide evidence of plant 
stress factors in�uencing grapevine trunk disease 
expression.

�e review conducted in 2011 provides a strong indication 
that stress is a factor in trunk diseases of grapes. �e 
experiments conducted and accepted for publication in 
2012 have not been decisive, with some of the typical 
limitations of small potted plant experiments, but 
research by collaborators has shown that water stress and 
temperature stress are important for expression of disease 
caused by Eutypa lata.

As part of the project a review was conducted of stress and 
trunk diseases of grapevines and that publication (2011) 
indicated that two further questions should have been 
asked: “Does stress lead to symptom expression in 
infected vines?” and “Does stress increase or decrease 
infection rates?” �e review also allowed connections with 
other research groups internationally to be made follow-
ing publication and the New Zealand project has bene�ted 
from knowledge of the most recent international studies.

It has been shown that stress can in�uence disease 
expression and may also be important in determining the 
success of wound infection.  A survey of growers showed 
that awareness of trunk diseases is increasing in the wine 
industry.

Satellites For Improved Irrigation Advice 
Marc Greven
Plant & Food Research
MRC Funding $5,000

Irrigation managers frequently monitor soil moisture 
levels using moisture probes. However, the volume of soil 
measured by these devices is generally limited (0.1 m³) but 
the data is then used to extrapolate to a much bigger area. 
�is proposal uses innovative satellite imaging to reliably 
expand this information to whole �elds or even farms, at a 
relatively low extra cost, providing greater e�ciency to 
irrigation application.

Although this is new work, it builds on irrigation research 
supported by the Marlborough District Council, Marlbor-
ough Grape growers and SFF, that has been done over the 
last twenty years by (Clothier, Green, Greven, Neal, 
Dryden and others). Most of this work focused on needs 

per plant, where as this work tries to identify the variabil-
ity of water need across a large area. Related precision 
irrigation work has been done over the last three years by 
Hedley and others.

For this initial project, historical data will be used as proof 
of concept to a number of crops. If successful, applications 
will be made for further funding for operational trials 
using the proposed technology across the whole NZ 
primary sector.

Since contracting the project, WaterWatch has merged 
with Basfood to form a new company in agricultural 
products called eLEAF. After new contractual agreements 
were completed, the data were sent to eLEAF on 1 June 
2012. 

We have asked for an extension of the deadline because of 
the delays in obtaining data described above. During the 
next period we expect to receive the analysed data from 
the overseas collaborator, and will be reporting on the 
results of this analysis. 

We will also organise a workshop in Marlborough on the 
comparison between the obtained satellite data and in situ 
soil moisture data and how these can be used for crop 
water use calculations and irrigation advice.

Pastoral & Agricultural    
MRC Funding $15,000  
Contract not completed

New Zealand Dryland Forests Initiative Project
Paul Millen 
Millen Associates Limited
MRC Funding $10,000

Since establishment in 2008, the NZDFI has been 
researching and promoting the establishment of 
genetically-improved naturally-durable eucalypts in 
plantations and woodlots on drought prone and erodible 
land in east coast regions of New Zealand. 
In 2010, NZDFI received $355,000 grant from the 
Sustainable Farming Fund and a further $443,000 from 
NZDFI partners and supporters to fund the current three 
year programme that is ending 30th June 2013. 

NZDFI’s founding partners include Proseed NZ Ltd, 
Vineyard Timbers Ltd, Marlborough Research Centre and 
University of Canterbury. �is group established the 
NZDFI in 2008 which is now supported by Marlborough 
Lines, 6 east coast Regional Councils, the Neil Barr Farm 
Forestry Association, the NZ Farm Forestry Association 
and 17 landowners/forest growers from Bay of Plenty to 
Canterbury. �e University of Canterbury has been 
supporting three School of Forestry students with 
scholarships to undertake environmental/economic 
modelling research work linked to the NZDFI programme. 

�e University of Canterbury sponsored the professional 
workshop and �eld trip titled ‘Developing a Eucalypt 
Resource: Learning from Australia and elsewhere’ that was 
successfully held 3rd & 4th November 2011 at the 
Marlborough Research Centre in Blenheim. �is was 
attended by 60 people including the 13 speakers who were 
all Australian based scientists and professionals.

On 5th April 2012, the University of Canterbury (UoC) 
with the support of the founding partners submitted a 
proposal to Ministry of Building Innovation and Employ-
ment for $3.8 m funding over six years for the NZ Dryland 
Forests Initiative tree breeding and extension programme. 
In conjunction with this funding, NZDFI is seeking $1.02 
m �nancial support from NZDFI founding partners as well 
as industry and regional government supporters and 
$200k in kind from host landowners. 

In conjunction with the proposed UoC R&D programme, 
NZDFI also plans to make an application to MPI’s 
Sustainable Farming Fund later this year to continue 
regional extension programme. �is will include more 
regional workshops and �eld days plus a professional 
development course in dryland durable eucalypt forestry 
for regional land managers and forest consultants. NZDFI 
are also in consultation with MPI’s Maori Primary Sector 
Partnerships for assistance to engage local iwi in the 
opportunity to plant durable eucalypts on their lands.

NZDFI’s research focuses on rapidly breeding elite 
eucalypts through dramatically increasing early heartwood 
and natural durability while selecting desirable colour and 

Paul Millen on site in the 
Waihopai Valley
with the NZDFI Project.

superior wood properties. New tools and techniques will 
be developed to shorten genetic improvement cycles from 
the usual 8-10 years to 2-5 years. Rapid delivery of 
improved germplasm to forest growers along with 
knowledge on where and how to grow each new species. It 
is planned to have a regional extension strategy, 
supported by all east coast Regional Councils from Bay of 
Plenty to Canterbury, to engage with the regional rural 
network provided by MAF and the NZ Farm Forestry 
Association to encourage new rural investment in planting 
hardwood forests. 

By 2022, NZDFI will have established its �rst generation 
of seed orchards for elite eucalypts so that seed can be 
supplied for growers to plant 3000 ha/yr of genetically 
superior eucalypts.

For more information go to www.nzd�.org.nz

A focus on future growth 
could not be more clearly
demonstrated than by the 
foresight of NZDFI. 
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Plant & Food Research Outputs that are associated 
with Marlborough Research Centre Trust funding, 
for the year 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2012

Papers - Published
D.C. Mundy and M.A. Manning 2011.  Physiological 
response of grapevines to vascular pathogens: a review 
New Zealand Plant Protection Volume 64, pgs 7-16, 2011.

Abstracts of oral talks and posters published in 
conference proceedings

Agnew, RH and Trought MCT 2012. Sauvignon blanc yield 
management in Marlborough, New Zealand, and the 
importance of measuring seasonal yield components. 
Proceedings International Cool Climate Symposium, 
Tasmania, February 2012, pg 68

Mundy DC, and Manning MA 2012. Practical solutions 
for controlling trunk diseases in cool climates. Proceed-
ings International Cool Climate Symposium, Tasmania, 
Feb 2012, pg 29.

Client reports

Agnew R, Raw V. July 2011. Marlborough Meteorological 
Services. A report prepared for Marlborough Research 
Centre Trust. SPTS No. 5731. 

Agnew R, Skilton T, Raw V. July 2011. Phenological 
Monitoring. A report prepared for Marlborough Research 
Centre Trust. SPTS No. 5745.

Greven M. March 2012. Satellites for improved irrigation 
advice. Report to MAF Sustainable Farming Fund, ECAN, 
Pipfruit NZ, FAR, New Zealand Winegrowers, Marlbor-
ough Research Centre Trust. Contract Ref: L11/188. PFR 
SPTS No. 6662

Greven M. June 2012. Satellites for improved irrigation 
advice. Report to MAF Sustainable Farming Fund, ECAN, 
Pipfruit NZ, FAR, New Zealand Winegrowers, Marlbor-
ough Research Centre Trust. Contract Ref: L11/188. PFR 
SPTS No. 7127

Mundy D. Does stress express vine trunk disease? Report 
to the Marlborough Research Centre Board. SPTS No. 
5578 July 2011.

Mundy DC. Does stress express vine trunk disease? A 
progress report prepared for MAF Sustainable Farming 
Fund and Marlborough Research Centre Trust. SPTS No. 
6579, February 2012.

Mundy DC. Does stress express vine trunk disease? Final 
report prepared for MAF Sustainable Farming Fund and 
Marlborough Research Centre Trust. SPTS No. 7073, 
June 2012.

Neal S, Trought M. July 2011. Plant Materials - Rootstock 
evaluation for premium Sauvignon blanc wine. A report 
prepared for: Marlborough Research Centre Trust. SPTS 
No. 5561

Raw V, Agnew R. July 2011.Vinefax Information Services.  
A report prepared for Marlborough Research Centre 
Trust. SPTS No. 5567

Popular Articles

Agnew R. Long-term temperature trends for Blenheim, 
New Zealand. A series of 12-monthly average temperature 
and one annual temperature graph showing changes in 
Blenheim temperatures for the period 1932-2011. Posted 
to the MRC website.

Agnew R, Raw V. Vinefax. 32 weekly newsletter emails 
sent to approximately 200 subscribers between 6 October 
2011 and 10 May 2012.

Agnew. Met Report. Winepress Issue No.205 / July 2011. 
O�cial magazine of Wine Marlborough. 

Agnew. Met Report. Winepress Issue No.206 / August 
2011. O�cial magazine of Wine Marlborough. 

Agnew. Met Report. Winepress Issue No.207 / September 
2011. O�cial magazine of Wine Marlborough. 

Agnew. Met Report. Winepress Issue No.208 / October 
2011. O�cial magazine of Wine Marlborough. 

Agnew. Met Report. Winepress Issue No.209 / November 
2011. O�cial magazine of Wine Marlborough. 

Agnew. Met Report. Winepress Issue No.210 / December 
2011. O�cial magazine of Wine Marlborough. 

Agnew. Met Report. Winepress Issue No.211 / February 
2011. O�cial magazine of Wine Marlborough. 

Agnew. Met Report. Winepress Issue No.212 / March 
2011. O�cial magazine of Wine Marlborough. 

Agnew. Met Report. Winepress Issue No.213 / April 2011. 
O�cial magazine of Wine Marlborough. 

Agnew. Met Report. Winepress Issue No.214 / May 2011. 
O�cial magazine of Wine Marlborough. 

Agnew. Met Report. Winepress Issue No.215 / June 2011. 
O�cial magazine of Wine Marlborough.

Agnew R. Monthly weather summary press releases. 
Twelve monthly summaries July 2011 to June 2012 sent 
to Marlborough Express, Blenheim Sun, Radio Marlbor-
ough, More FM, Marlborough District Council and Ian 
Blair on the 1st of each month; also posted to the MWRC 
website.

Mundy D, Manning. Information about grapevine trunk 
disease in New Zealand. New Zealand WineGrower 14(6): 
June/July 2011: pg 62-63. 

Mundy D, Agnew R, Raw V, Jia Y. Changing bunch 
architecture for sustainable botrytis bunch rot control. 
New Zealand WineGrower Issue 69 Aug/Sep 2011: 
120-121.
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Research and development
at a hands-on level
that delivers tangible,real 
world results for the industry.

Marc Greven at the coal face
with the Benmorven harvest.

Mundy, D, Sosnowski M. 2012.  Improving management 
of grapevine trunk diseases in New Zealand. New Zealand 
Winegrower Issue 72 Feb/Mar 2012: 60.

Mundy D. Practical solutions for controlling trunk 
diseases in New Zealand. SPTS No. 5508, February 2012.

Workshop, lectures, presentations for which there 
were no printed proceedings

Agnew R. Meteorological recording in Marlborough and 
the application of the information to the wine industry. 
Presentation to NMIT Viticulture and Wine diploma 
students, March 2012.

Agnew R. Seasonal climate update and the in�uence of 
seasonal climate on Sauvignon blanc yield components. 
Marlborough Research Centre Winter Seminar, 6 June 
2012.

Agnew R. E�ects of temperature and yield on Sauvignon 
blanc phenology. Marlborough Research Centre Winter 
Seminar, 13 June 2012.

Bennett J.  Fruit variability within a vine; in�uence of 
bunch shoulders in Pinot noir. Marlborough Research 
Centre Winter Seminar 13 June 2012.

Greven M. E�orts to develop a new Zealand Sauvignon 
blanc juice index. Marlborough Research Centre Winter 
Seminar 16 May 2012.

Greven M. In�uence of cane numbers on yield components 
of Sauvignon blanc. Marlborough Research Centre Winter 
Seminar 13 June 2012.

Martin D. Greven M. Pinot noir bunch location. Marlbor-
ough Research Centre Winter Seminar 13 June 2012.

Mundy D. Survey of current and past practises for manag-
ing grapevine trunk diseases. Workshops in Hawke’s Bay 8 
November 2011 and Marlborough 11 November 2011.

Mundy DC. 2012.  Botrytis bunch rot observations and 
practical control measures in a cool climate. Oral presenta-
tion for Wine Tasmania, Moores Hill, 3343 West Tamar 
Highway, Sidmouth, Tasmania. February 2012.

Mundy D. Overview of grapevine trunk disease research 
2012. Marlborough Research Centre Winter Seminar 16 
May 2012.

Raw V (2012) Explanation of weather recording and how 
the information is used. Talk to Rai Valley school pupils at 
the MRC Grovetown Park Met compound.

Trought M. Yield prediction for 2013. Marlborough 
Research Centre Winter Seminar, 6 June 2012.

Trought M, Wilson D. October 2011. Innovation Research 
Science and Technology Future Foci For Horticulture in 
Marlborough. Marlborough Wine Research Centre / BERL 
Workshop.



To ensure the 
sustainable use of 
Marlborough’s natural 
resources through 
innovative research, 
technical development 
and the transfer of 
technology.

our mission:
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NOTE:  �is Statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements and Auditor’s Report

MARLBOROUGH RESEARCH CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE TRUST

Vineyard Trading Account
For the Year ended 30 June 2012

             2012 2011
                $ $

 Rowley Vineyard Operations

 REVENUE
 Wine Sales    
   194,016 -

 COST OF GOODS SOLD
 Cost of Goods Sold - Wine 176,706      -

 DIRECT COSTS
 Vineyard Personnel Costs 56,564 63,943
 Vineyard Operating Costs 29,470 29,423
 Harvesting 9,233 8,861
 Vineyard Administration 1,285 5,014
 Vineyard Rent, Rates and Insurance 6,088 28,595
 Winemaking 108,671 71,139
 Transfer of Vineyard WIP    
   (211,311) (206,975)

 GROSS SURPLUS FROM TRADING $17,310 
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NOTE:  �is Statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements and Auditor’s Report

MARLBOROUGH RESEARCH CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE TRUST

Rental Account
For the Year ended 30 June 2012

             2012 2011
                $ $

 Budge Street Property Account

 REVENUE
 Tenant Rentals 103,672 104,688
 Group Charges 79,712 75,607
 �eatre Charges 5,016 2,982
 Total Sales 188,400 183,277

 DIRECT COSTS
 Repairs and Maintenance 3,937 8,092
 Group Costs 71,210 68,260
 Depreciation 6,298 61,521
 Total 81,445 137,873

 GROSS SURPLUS FROM TRADING $106,955 $45,404

 Grovetown Park Property Account

 REVENUE
 Tenant Rentals 139,496 134,979
 Group Charges 77,554 69,060
 Total Sales 217,050 204,039

 DIRECT COSTS
 Repairs and Maintenance 8,419 8,295
 Group Costs 69,228 62,915
 Depreciation 7,741 11,840
 Total 85,388 83,050

 GROSS SURPLUS FROM TRADING $131,662 $120,989 

FINANCIAL REPORTS FOR YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012
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MARLBOROUGH RESEARCH CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE TRUST

Statement of Financial Performance
For the Year ended 30 June 2012

             2012 2011
                $ $

 OPERATING SURPLUSES TRANSFERRED
 Rowley Vineyard Operations 17,310 -
 Budge Street Property Account 106,955 45,404
 Grovetown Park Property Account 131,662 120,989
 TOTAL 255,927 166,393

 OTHER INCOME
 Marlborough District Council 44,200 131,600
 Reserve Funds 8,400 -
 Drylands Forestry Projects Grants 315,288 284,011
 SFF Project Funding 45,215 8,750
 Vinefax Subscriptions Received 37,938 32,988
 MSI NZ Delegation 11,000 -
 Interest Received 32,112 36,555
 Total Income 750,080 660,297

 Operating Expenses
 Audit Fees 3,500 3,500
 Administration Costs 16,805 11,886
 O�ce Expenses 11,166 12,272
 Operating Costs 14,080 20,068
 Personnel 111,722 115,084
 Insurances 4,721 3,363
 Total Operating Expenses 161,994 166,173
 Operating Surplus 588,086 494,124

 Grants
 Grants - RMH & Associates - 45,000
 Industry Seminars & Workshops 14,625 -
 Grants - Plant Foods Research 26,280 29,900
 SFF Funded Projects 62,015 23,750
 Grant - Drylands Forestry Project 315,049 219,840
 Strategy Development 50,521 -
 P&F Research - Met Information Grant 21,775 23,325
 Sponsored Projects 8,400 -
 Other Grants 3,780 10,000
 Vinefax 26,220 28,330
 Total Grants 528,665 380,145
 Net Surplus Before Depreciation 59,421 113,979

 Less Depreciation Adjustments
 Depreciation as per Schedule 22,894 22,411

 NET SURPLUS $36,527 $91,568
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NOTE:  �is Statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements and Auditor’s Report

MARLBOROUGH RESEARCH CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE TRUST

Statement of Movement in Equity
For the Year ended 30 June 2012

             2012 2011
                $ $

 EQUITY AT START OF PERIOD 5,346,206 4,380,030

 SURPLUS & REVALUATIONS
 Net Surplus Tax 36,527 91,568
 Movements in Revaluation Reserves - 874,608
 Total recognised revenues & expenses 36,527 966,176

 EQUITY AT END OF PERIOD $5,382,733 $5,346,206 
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NOTE:  �is Statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements and Auditor’s Report

MARLBOROUGH RESEARCH CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE TRUST

Statement of Financial Position
For the Year ended 30 June 2012

             2012 2011
                $ $

 CURRENT ASSETS
 BNZ - Ready Money Account 100,337 14,610
 BNZ Current Account 7,739 19,598
 BNZ On Call 241,283 76,438
 Accounts Receivable 108,729 204,468
 Income Accruals 9,679 8,735
 Development - Grovetown Park 863 -
 Vineyard WIP 241,579 206,975
 Total Current Assets 710,209 530,824

 NON-CURRENT ASSETS
 Fixed Assets as per Schedule 4,467,040 4,487,237

 Investments
 Kiwibank Term Deposits 44 44
 BNZ Term Deposits 514,322 600,000
 Total Investments 514,366 600,044
 Total Non-Current Assets 4,981,406 5,087,281
 TOTAL ASSETS 5,691,615 5,618,105

 CURRENT LIABILITIES
 GST Due for payment 7,491 344
 Accounts Payable 137,484 123,330
 Accrued Expenses 79,339 4,257
 Advance Funding 84,568 143,968
 Total Current Liabilities 308,882 271,899

 TOTAL LIABILITIES 308,882 271,899
 NET ASSETS $5,382,733 $5,346,206 
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NOTE:  �is Statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements and Auditor’s Report

MARLBOROUGH RESEARCH CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE TRUST

Statement of Financial Position
For the Year ended 30 June 2012

             2012 2011
                $ $

 Represented by;

 EQUITY
 Reserves
 Research Reserve 8,000 8,000
 Revaluation Reserve 1,728,346 1,728,346
 Total Reserves 1,736,346 1,736,346

 Retained Earnings
 Opening Balance 3,609,860 3,518,292
 Surplus transferred 36,527 91,568
 Total Retained Earnings 3,646,387 3,609,860
 TOTAL EQUITY $5,382,733 $5,346,206

 �e accompanying notes form part of these Financial Statements and should be read in conjunction 
 with the reports contained herein.

 For and on behalf of the Trustees;

 Trustee  _____________________________   Trustee ______________________________

 Date    29-09-2012
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NOTE:  �is Statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements and Auditor’s Report

MARLBOROUGH RESEARCH CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE TRUST

Statement of Fixed Assets and Depreciation
For the Year ended 30 June 2012

 Book Accum Book
 Purchase Cost Value Additions ---- D e p r e c i a t i o n ---- Deprec Value
 Asset Date Price 01/07/2011 Disposals       $ 30/06/2012   30/06/2012

 LAND & BUILDINGS

 Grovetown Park SH1 1,506,341 1,395,540 6,390 7,193 117,994 1,394,737

 Grovetown Park/Budge                Jun 2011     874,608       874,608                                           874,608 

 Street - Revaluation 

 Research Centre - Budge Street 2,508,093 1,943,852  658 564,899 1,943,194

 TOTAL LAND & BUILDINGS 4,889,042 4,214,000 6,390 7,851 682,893 4,212,539

 PLANT & EQUIPMENT

 Research Centre - Budge Street 111,850 49,416  6,382 68,816 43,034

 Rowley Vineyard 13,529 3,495 6,000 2,159 12,193 7,336

 TOTAL PLANT & EQUIPMENT 125,379 52,911 6,000 8,541 81,009 50,370

 MOTOR VEHICLES

 Rowley Vineyard 32,826 22,420  2,696 13,102 19,724

 TOTAL MOTOR VEHICLES 32,826 22,420 2,696 13,102 19,724

 FURNITURE & FITTINGS

 Grovetown Park - SH1 33,376 8,453  1,238 26,161 7,215

 Research Centre - Budge Street 21,198 4,841  886 17,243 3,955

 TOTAL FURNITURE & FITTINGS 54,574 13,294 2,124 43,404 11,170

 VINEYARD

 Development expenditure 296,988 180,298 4,346 15,059 131,749 169,585

 Irrigation Nov 2002 12,073 3,146      453 9,380 2,693

 Netting 9,128 1,168  209 8,169 959

 TOTAL VINEYARD 318,189 184,612 4,346 15,721 149,298 173,237

 TOTAL 5,420,010 4,487,237 16,736 36,933 969,706 4,467,040
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NOTE:  �is Statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements and Auditor’s Report

MARLBOROUGH RESEARCH CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE TRUST

Notes to the Financial Statements
For the Year ended 30 June 2012

 1. STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES

 �e �nancial statements here presented are for the entity Marlborough Research Centre of Excellence 
 Trust, a charitable trust registered under the Charitable Trusts Act 1957.  Marlborough Research Centre of Excellence   
 Trust is a reporting entity under the Financial Reporting Act 1993. �ese Financial Statements have been prepared in   
 accordance with generally accepted accounting practice.

 �e accounting principles recognised as appropriate for the measurement and reporting of earnings and �nancial   
 position on an historical cost basis have been used, with the exception of certain items for which speci�c accounting   
 policies have been identi�ed.

 (a) Changes in Accounting Policies
  �ere have been no changes in accounting policies.  All policies have been applied on bases consistent with those   
  used in previous years.

 (b) Di�erential Reporting
  Marlborough Research Centre of Excellence Trust quali�es for Di�erential Reporting because:
  - it is not publicly accountable, and
  - it is deemed to be 'not large' due to the following criteria –

       *  the gross turnover is less than $20 million, and
       *  total assets are less than $10 million, and
       *  there are less than 50 fulltime employees.

  Marlborough Research Centre of Excellence Trust has taken advantage of all available di�erential 
  reporting exemptions.

 (c) Income Tax
  �e trust is not subject to income tax as it is a charity registered with the Charities Commission.

 (d) Receivables
  Receivables are stated at their estimated realisable value. Bad debts are written o� in the year in 
  which they are identi�ed.

 (e) Fixed Assets
  Fixed Assets have been included at cost less accumulated depreciation, with the exception of 
  land and buildings, which have been restated to market valuation as at June 2011. Details of 
  �xed assets are set out in the attached Fixed Asset Register.

 (f) Depreciation
  Depreciation has been charged on a cost price or diminishing value basis, in accordance with the 
  method and rates currently approved by the Inland Revenue Department.

 (g) Work in Progress
  Work in progress is recorded at cost.
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NOTE:  �is Statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements and Auditor’s Report

MARLBOROUGH RESEARCH CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE TRUST

Notes to the Financial Statements
For the Year ended 30 June 2012

 (h) Goods & Services Tax
  �e Statement of Financial Performance has been prepared so that all components are stated exclusive of GST. All   
  items in the Statement of �nancial Position are stated exclusive of GST, with the exception of account receivables   
  and payables.

 2. AUDIT

 �ese �nancial statements have been subject to audit, please refer to Auditor's Report.

 3. INVESTMENTS

 Interest has been accrued at balance date. Investments are as follows:

Account No.  Interest Rate  Maturity Date        Balance 30.6.12    Balance 30.6.11

Bank of New Zealand    
3123 3.45%  22/07/2011 $0 $50,000
3124                  5.30%  01/11/2011 $0 $100,000 
3125                       5.30%  01/11/2011 $0   $100,000
3126                       5.30%  01/11/2011   $0  $50,000
3127                       4.60%  08/10/2011   $0 $200,000
3128                       4.60%   05/10/2011  $0  $100,000
3130                       4.50%   01/11/2012 $259,801 $0
3131                       4.50%  30/10/2012 $254,521 $0
162599-025            3.00%  On Call   $241,283 $76,438

Kiwibank
00                          0.00%  Current           $44              $44

                   $755,649 $676,482
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NOTE:  �is Statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements and Auditor’s Report

MARLBOROUGH RESEARCH CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE TRUST

Notes to the Financial Statements
For the Year ended 30 June 2012

4. FIXED ASSETS

Land and improvements were revalued by Alexander Hayward, independent registered valuer in June 2011. 

�e depreciation rate for buildings in the year ending 30 June 2011 was 2%CP to 3%CP.  In line with the change in the rates 
approved by the Inland Revenue Department the rate was reduced to 0% for some buildings in the year ending 30 June 
2012.  �e change has resulted in a decrease in the depreciation expense and an increase in the year’s net surplus of 
$58,738.

Depreciation rates used are:

Buildings - 0%
Grovetown Park building �tout and amenities - 2% to 3% cost price, or 9% to 21.6% diminishing value.
Budge Street building �tout and amenities - 14.4% to 30% diminishing value.
Plant and equipment - 12% to 50% diminishing value.
Motor vehicles - 12% to 20% diminishing value.
Furniture and Fittings - 12% to 39.6% diminishing value.
Vineyard - 6% to 39.6% diminishing value. 

5. EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO BALANCE DATE

�ere have been no events subsequent to balance date which impact on the results disclosed in these 
�nancial statements su�ciently to warrant inclusion in these notes.

6. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

At balance date there are no known contingent liabilities. Marlborough Research Centre of Excellence Trust has not granted 
any securities in respect of liabilities payable by any other party whatsoever.

7. CAPITAL COMMITMENTS

As at balance date there are no known capital commitments. (2011 Nil)
 
8. RELATED PARTIES

Brent Marris, son of the Trustee John Marris, is the Director of Marisco Vineyards Limited. Marisco provided wine making 
services to the Trust and purchase from the Trust the processed wine. �e transactions are on a standard commercial basis.

Bernie Rowe, Trustee, is a partner in Gascoigne Wicks who provide legal counsel for the Trust.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

To the Members of Marlborough Research Centre of Excellence Trust

Report on the Financial Statements
I have audited the �nancial statements of Marlborough Research Centre of Excellence Trust on pages 2 to 11, which 
comprise the Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2012, and the Statement of Financial Performance, and 
Statement of Movements in Equity for the year then ended, and a summary of signi�cant accounting policies and other 
explanatory information.
 
Trustees’ Responsibility for the Financial Statements
�e Trustees are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these �nancial statements in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand and for such internal control as the Trustees determine is 
necessary to enable the preparation of �nancial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to 
fraud or error.

Auditor’s Responsibilities
My responsibility is to express an opinion on these �nancial statements based on my audit.  I conducted my audit in 
accordance with International Standards on Auditing (New Zealand).  �ose standards require that I comply with ethical 
requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the �nancial statements are 
free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the �nancial 
statements.  �e procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks of 
material misstatement of the �nancial statements, whether due to fraud or error.  In making those risk assessments, the 
auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the �nancial statements 
in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an 
opinion on the e�ectiveness of the entity’s internal control.  An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of 
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates, as well as evaluating the overall presentation 
of the �nancial statements.

I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is su�cient and appropriate to provide a basis for my audit opinion.

Other than in my capacity as auditor I have no relationship with, or interests in, Marlborough Research Centre of 
Excellence Trust.

Opinion
In my opinion the �nancial statements on pages 2 to 11 present fairly, in all material respects, the �nancial position of 
Marlborough Research Centre of Excellence Trust as at 30 June 2012 and the �nancial performance for the year then 
ended in accordance with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand.

Angela Wood
Chartered Accountant     
Blenheim 

28 September 2012

NOTE:  �is Statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements and Auditor’s Report

c h a r t e r e d  a c c o u n t a n t
Level 1, Youell House
1 Hutcheson St
PO Box 777
Blenheim 7240

T: 03 577 8336
F: 03 577 8337
E: wood@woodca.co.nz
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Graeme Coates (MFA) and Bill Wheaton (RTI) King Salmon

Mayor Alistair Sowman and Bill Wheaton

NZDFI seminar at MRC

NZ delegation to North Carolina

Keith Crisco (Secretary, State of North Carolina) addresses NZ delegates at RTI






